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Abstract

Computing systems are always evolving in order to keep pace with the requirements posed

by their users. For example, widespread of networking technologies has resulted in the tran-

sition from the standalone computer model to the client-server computer model. Moreover,

social trends as frequent travelling and social networking, led to the creation of small-sized

computing devices that are equipped with sensors to recognize their surrounding environ-

ment and adapt accordingly to it. Therefore, novel computing environments were emerged,

as ubiquitous computing, grid - cloud computing systems and the Internet of Things. The

aforementioned computing environments set new requirements in several areas, including

the very important area of security. Specifically, from a computer security, and particularly

from an access control point of view, the evolution of computing systems induces the cre-

ation of Open and Dynamic Computing Environments (ODCE). These environments are

characterized as open since there are no boundaries between the legitimate and illegal users

of a system. And they are characterized as dynamic since their configuration is constantly

changing. Nevertheless, existing access control approaches are not designed for application

in ODCE, therefore they cannot fully support the unique requirements posed by ODCE.

Consequently, an exhaustive requirements analysis regarding access control models that are

targeted to ODCE is required, which will subsequently help in the definition of proper ac-

cess control approaches for application in ODCE.

In this dissertation, we analyze existing access and usage control approaches to identify

a number of unique requirements posed by ODCE. Secondly, we formally define an attribute
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based usage control model for ODCE that is designed based on the identified requirements.

Last but not least, we check the proposed model for its correctness, i.e., the adherence of

the model to its initially defined specifications.

Specifically, we provide information on the RBAC, ABAC and UCON access/usage

control models, which are mostly applicable in the examined case of ODCE. Moreover, we

present information regarding the modeling of concurrent systems, as the access control

systems. The aforementioned information helps in the identification of the demanded speci-

fications in the context of access/usage control models in ODCE. Moreover, state-of-the-art

verification techniques are described since it is required to check the correctness of the newly

defined models in respect to their initial specifications. In turn, we highlight through rep-

resentative usage scenarios the challenging issues and limitations that are introduced when

attempting to utilize the UCON family of models in modern computing environments.

Based on the requirement analysis results of access control in ODCE, we propose a for-

mal specification of UseCON model using the Temporal Logic of Actions (TLA+) formal

language. Consequently, we evaluate UseCON, which incorporates a number of significant

features compared with existing access/usage control models. The proposed model, firstly,

results in support of extended expressiveness over the existing usage control models. This

extended expressiveness of UseCON stems from the utilization, during the creation of usage

allowance decision, of information originating from either a single or a set of both direct and

indirect entities. Secondly, UseCON inherently supports the utilization of historical infor-

mation of usages through the automatic management of use entities. Additional advantages

of the proposed model are considered to be its support for simplified policy administration

processes, and additional unique features like the negotiation of actions etc.

In order to prove the correctness of the defined UseCON model we contacted research on

formal verification techniques, thus, resulting in the definition of a set of safety and liveness

properties. The verification of the defined set of properties was performed by applying
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a model checking technique with the TLC model checker. We conclude this dissertation

by providing additional information regarding the TLC verification process, and further

discuss our findings, pointing to the contributions of this research work and to possible

future research directions, as well.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Technological innovations are constantly transforming the architecture of computer sys-

tems. For example, the widespread of networking technologies resulted in the transition

from the standalone computer model to the client-server computer model. Moreover, social

trends like frequent travelling and social networking, led to the creation of small-sized com-

puting devices (e.g., PDA’s) that are equipped with sensors to recognize their surrounding

environment and adapt accordingly to it. Consequently, novel computing environments are

emerged, as ubiquitous computing (Weiser, 1994, 1999), Internet of Things (Atzori et al.,

2010), Cloud (Foster et al., 2008) and Grid computing environments (Foster et al., 2001).

From a computer security, and particularly from an access control point of view, the evo-

lution of computing systems induces the creation of Open and Dynamic Computing Envi-

ronments (ODCE) (Kagal et al., 2006). ODCE are characterized as open since there are no

boundaries between the legitimate and illegal users of a system. This occurs since any user

without clear knowledge of her identity may request access to a system’s resource. ODCE

are also characterized as dynamic since the configuration of these systems is constantly

changing (e.g., users join in or leave, request or terminate access to resources). Moreover,

the utilization of contextual information for the creation of an access decision enhances the
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dynamic nature of ODCE. In the rest of this chapter, we elaborate on the clarification of the

motivation of this research work, along with the objectives and the areas that we conducted

research upon.

1.1 Motivation

The evolution of computing systems introduces new requirements for the access control sys-

tems that are called to support them. In traditional computing systems operated by a small

number of users, access control models utilize only a single criterion for allowing an access

request. This criterion is related to the security characteristics of the subject and object in-

volved in the requested access (Samarati and Vimercati, 2001a). Specifically, whenever a

subject requests to access an object, the subject’s clearance and object’s classification when

it comes in Mandatory Access Control (MAC) models (Sandhu, 1993), the subject’s iden-

tity when it comes in Discretionary Access Control (DAC) models (Qiu et al., 1985) and

an activated role from a set of authorized roles of a subject when it comes in Role Based

Access Control (RBAC) models (Sandhu et al., 1996), are utilized accordingly. In contrast

with MAC, DAC and RBAC, attribute based access control approaches (Jin et al., 2012)

are capable of supporting partially-unknown users, by utilizing not the identity but instead

a number of subject and object security related characteristics, which are expressed in the

form of attributes. Moreover, a number of extensions to the aforementioned access control

models have been proposed that are able to utilize contextual information for the creation of

an access decision (Kulkarni and Tripathi, 2008; Kumar et al., 2002).

The Usage CONtrol (UCON) family of models (Park and Sandhu, 2004) provides an

integration of traditional access control, digital rights and trust management. Additionally,

UCON introduces the concepts of continuity of decision and attribute mutability. Continuity

of decision considers that access to a resource is no longer a spontaneous action, but it may
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last for some time. Consequently, decision factors are evaluated not only before, but also

during the exercise of an access, and thus, resulting into evolving the concept of access

control to that of usage control. Moreover, attribute mutability is responsible for updating

attribute values of the participating entities (i.e., subject or object) as a side effect of an

allowed usage. Consequently, new permissions are created due to these updated attribute

values, and thus, results in a dynamic usage control model. Moreover, UCON utilizes three

criteria for the creation of a usage decision. These are the security related characteristics,

(i.e., properties) of an entity, contextual and historical information about usages. Entity’s

properties, which are expressed into its attribute values, are utilized in authorizations, while

contextual information represented by special system variables is evaluated in conditions.

Historical information of usages is utilized either by authorizations with attribute mutability

or by obligations. The aforementioned obligations are actions performed by subjects in the

system in order to permit the allowance of a usage request.

However, despite of its aforementioned virtues, UCON raises a number of challenging

issues in modern computing environments (Grompanopoulos and Mavridis, 2012b). Specif-

ically, whenever a subject s requests the execution of a right on an object o then only the

decision criteria related directly with s and o are utilized in the decision creation process

(Park and Sandhu, 2004; Zhang et al., 2005). These entities are called direct entities of

the usage. However, it’s possible that decision criteria related with other entities than s

and o to be also evaluated for the creation of the usage decision. These entities are called

indirect entities. For example, let’s assume a scenario where Alice is a child. If Alice re-

quests to visit a museum then security criteria related with Alice’s father (i.e., Bob) might

be utilized for the creation of the access decision. A criterion of this category might be

the fact that Bob is the owner of a family free entrance card. Another limitation imposed

by UCON is its inability to support complicated operations of subjects on objects required

by modern computing environments. For example, every banking transaction incorporates
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detailed information including a timestamp, the currency, the transaction’s purpose and so

on. In UCON, it is not feasible to express the previous transaction using only a simple right

(Grompanopoulos and Mavridis, 2012b). This results in the creation of an enormous amount

of UCON rights by the usage control system. Moreover, the attribute mutability mechanism

introduced in UCON presents a number of limitations in utilizing historical information of

usages. Specifically, attribute mutability in UCON records only the permitted usages and

not the denied ones. Additionally, UCON attribute mutability does not distinguish between

usages terminated by an ongoing rule violation and those terminated by a subject request.

Therefore, the motivation of this dissertation is three-folded. Firstly, we concentrate on

the on the analysis of the access control requirements that are posed by ODCE, and on the

evaluation of existing approaches in access control. Secondly, in order to support the new

requirements imposed by ODCE, a Use-based usage CONtrol model (UseCON) was pro-

posed in (Grompanopoulos and Mavridis, 2012a; Grompanopoulos et al., 2013). UseCON,

similarly to UCON, is able to utilize during the decision making process the three aforemen-

tioned criteria (i.e., properties, context and historical information). Additionally, UseCON

is able to utilize criteria originating from either direct or indirect entities. Moreover, it sup-

ports complicated operation modes of subjects on objects (e.g., banking transactions) and

provides a detailed utilization of historical information of usages compared with the one

provided by the attribute mutability mechanism in UCON. Last but not least, a formal spec-

ification of the UseCON model is provided and a set of properties are defined so that to help

in the formal evaluation of the proposed attribute based usage control model using model

checking techniques.
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1.2 Objectives

Attribute Based Access Control (ABAC) and usage control, with UCON being a dominant

approach in usage control models, have useful characteristics for the application of the ac-

cess control process in ODCE. Specifically, ABAC represents a point on the spectrum of

logical access control from simple access control lists to more capable role-based access,

and finally to a highly flexible method for providing access based on the evaluation of at-

tribute (Hu et al., 2014). UCON mediates access to resources not only before, but also

during the access, and thus, leverages the concept of access control to that of usage control

(Park and Sandhu, 2004). However, there are cases were more expressiveness and function-

ality is required, as in the case of the examined ODCE. Although a considerable amount of

work has been done in the field of access control for ODCE (see Chapter 2), access control

models that are available to date are not able to fully support the unique characteristics of

ODCE (see Chapter 3). In this dissertation, we focus on the definition of an attribute based

usage control approach that is able to cope with the requirements posed by ODCE. The main

objective of our work can be summarized as follows.

In the context of requirements analysis we identify a set of requirements that must be

fulfilled by ODCE through a series of use cases and related literature. Secondly, we define

an attribute based usage control model that will integrate the required functionality in respect

to the identified requirements. Finally, the last objective is to provide a formal method to

verify the correctness of the defined access control model.

1.3 Research areas

The contributions of this dissertation are three-fold; first, we analyze the access control

requirements of ODCE and evaluate the limitations and shortcomings of existing access
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and usage control approaches in order to identify a number of unique characteristics posed

by ODCE. Secondly, we formally define an attribute based usage control model for ODCE

that is designed based on the identified requirements. Last but not least, we check the

proposed model for its correctness, i.e., the adherence of the model to its initially defined

specifications. In the remainder of this section, we present the contributions in more details.

1.3.1 Requirement analysis

Through representative example scenarios and related literature, we highlight the additional

requirements that are posed when attempting to implement access control process in ODCE.

Moreover, we investigate the limitations of existing access control solutions (UCON) when

they are applied to ODCE. The access control requirements that are gathered, together with

the limitations of the UCON model, are utilized as the design characteristic for the proposed

attribute based usage control model.

1.3.2 Specifications modeling

An important contribution of this dissertation is the definition of an attribute based usage

control model for ODCE. Specifically, the original contributions of our work can be sum-

marized as follows.

The UseCON model incorporates a number of significant features compared with ex-

isting access/usage control models. Firstly, UseCON’s extended expressiveness over the

other models is the result of utilizing information originating from either a single or a set of

both direct and indirect entities in the creation of the usage allowance decision. Secondly,

UseCON inherently supports the utilization of historical information of usages through the

automatic management of use entities; therefore, a policy administrator via the definition

of policy update procedures, does no longer require further to record usage information.
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Consequently, there is a clear distinction between the model’s operations, (i.e., utilization

of historical usages) and the operations performed by an administrator (i.e., definition of

policy rules).

1.3.3 Formal verification

The third contribution of this dissertation refers to the formal verification of the UseCON

model. Therefore, we provided a sound and solid formal definition of the internal actions

performed by the model through the development of a formal specification for the model.

This specification provides an unambiguous and sound understanding of the novel concepts

introduced by UseCON (i.e., the utilization of the indirect entities in the usage control de-

cision and the extended utilization of historical information of usages, through use entities).

Moreover, the support of concurrent operations by multiple usages differentiates the spec-

ification from existing usage control specifications. In addition, a number of properties

(i.e, type consistency, safety and liveness ) for both the core model and policy implementa-

tions were verified for their correctness (i.e., adherence of the defined model and supported

policies to the initially defined requirements) through the application of an automated and

error-free model checking technique.

1.4 Structure of the dissertation

This chapter has discussed the motivation and the main objectives of our work and outlined

the major contributions of this dissertation. The remaining chapters are structured as follow.

Chapter 2 discusses background information regarding the operational characteristics

of ODCE focusing in the impact on system’s security. Moreover, existent solutions in the

area of access control models are presented. Furthermore, the specification and verification

fundamentals, especially in concurrent systems, are presented with a focus in the utiliza-
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tion of model checking techniques for the verification of system properties. In addition,

background information regarding the Temporal Logic of Actions (TLA+), a system speci-

fication and verification language, are also presented. Finally, the chapter concludes with a

presentation of related works on the specification and verification of existent access control

models.

Chapter 3 presents a requirement analysis regarding access control in ODCE through

several examined scenarios and related literature. Moreover, a detailed critique on the

utilization of the usage decision criteria by existing usage control solutions, specifically

UCON, is also performed. The results of the previous procedure are used for the determi-

nation of the design characteristics for the usage control model proposed in Chapter 4.

Chapter 4 describes the proposed attribute based usage control model for ODCE. The

chapter begins with a brief description of the proposed Use-based usage control model

(UseCON) and of it’s core features. In turn, the formal specification in TLA+ of UseCON

is presented next. Furthermore, the chapter concludes with a formal specification in TLA+

of a policy example. Specifically, two different specification approaches are presented that

implements the same "high-level" policy.

Chapter 5 evaluates the proposed model in terms of the presented characteristics and

properties. Specifically, Section 5.2 highlights the novel characteristics presented by UseCON

as the abstraction of actions and the utilization of historical information. Moreover, Section

5.3 defines the type consistency, safety and liveness properties for the use management

process of the UseCON specification, as this was presented in Chapter 4, in order to be

checked for correctness. In addition, analogous properties are defined for two specification

approaches of a policy example that was presented in Chapter 4.

Chapter 6 presents information on the verification process of the UseCON properties

already defined in Chapter 5 in a TLA+ enabled model checker software. Furthermore, a

discussion is presented regarding the implementation metrics and performance results of the
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applied model checking technique.

Chapter 7 summarizes the contributions of this dissertation and outlines future work.



Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Introduction

This chapter provides information on access control in ODCE. Specifically, the dominant

access control approaches are presented along with their specification and verification. The

process of access control in a computing system ensures that only authorized users have

access to the resources of the computing system (Capitani di Vimercati et al., 2007; Goll-

mann, 1999). Access control is an essential requirement for a system in order to provide the

properties of confidentiality, integrity and availability. The permissions or authorizations of

users are calculated with policies or rules (Samarati and Vimercati, 2001b). The remainder

of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 presents security threats in modern com-

puting environments. Section 2.3 provides information on access control, and elaborates on

three access control approaches i.e., RBAC, ABAC and UCON. RBAC gains popularity due

to the large number of installed systems and the easiness of the administration that offer. On

the other hand ABAC approaches provide more flexible access control due to the fact that

they can base the access control decision to a number of criteria and not only the identity of

the participating entities (subject, object). Moreover, another interesting access/usage con-
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trol model (UCON) that is based on top of an ABAC model is also presented. In Section 2.4

we present information on the system’s specification with a focus on transition systems and

system’s verification with focus on model checking. Consequently, in Section 2.5 we pro-

vide further information regarding the specification and verification of systems in the TLA+

language. UCON design characteristics as the utilization of contextual information and con-

tinuity of decisions renders it a perfect candidate for use in ODCE. Therefore, in Section

2.6, we elaborate on the specifications and verification solutions that have been developed

for the UCON model.

2.2 Open and Dynamic Computing Environments

The proliferation of computing into the life of millions of people created the need for novel

computing environments. Ubiquitous computing systems have natural interfaces that are

capable of supporting common forms of human expression and leverage more of our im-

plicit actions in the world (Abowd and Mynatt, 2000; Weiser, 1994). Moreover, contextual

information is utilized by applications in order to provide relevant information or services

to the user (Abowd et al., 1999; Chen et al., 2000). Pervasive computing environments

(Kagal et al., 2001; Saha and Mukherjee, 2003) describe the interaction, coordination, and

cooperation of numerous, casually accessible, and often invisible computing devices and

services. In a try to eliminate the gap between information and natural objects, the Internet

of Things is defined as a superset of all objects that are uniquely identifiable by electro-

magnetic means and for which it is possible to specify a semantic and/or behavior (Ashton,

2009; Atzori et al., 2010). The Grid (Berman et al., 2003) and more recently the Cloud

(Foster et al., 2008; Theoharidou et al., 2013) computing environments represent large scale

distributed computing environments that deliver on-demand to the users computing power,

storage, platforms and services. A key feature in Cloud and Grid computing is that the
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supplied computing power, storage or services are abstracted, virtualized and dynamically

scaled and managed Foster and Kesselman (2003).

All the aforementioned computing environments extend the security perimeter from an

"isolated" environment, as a desktop computer, to a more widely defined and dynamically

modified environment, as a mobile device connected to the Internet through a wireless con-

nection. Moreover, the operations performed by users on their mobile devices varies from

simple, e.g., checking email, controlling home devices, to more complex, e.g. booking air-

line tickets buying or selling good, manage bank accounts. Consequently, the violation of

security in modern computing environments may have an impact not only on business, but

also in the personal data of the users (Gritzalis et al., 2014). Therefore, information sys-

tem’s security and privacy, once narrow topics primarily of interest to IS designers, have

become critically important to society at large. People are the security administrators of

their own data and require having control of data disclosure and of further their use. Fi-

nally, computing systems are evolving to distributed systems that are characterized as Open

and Dynamic Computing Environments (ODCE). Open in that they don’t pre-identify a set

of known participants, and dynamic in their configuration in modified constantly because

user’s login/logout on a high frequent basis and also because contextual information, which

is utilized for the access decision, is constantly changing.

2.3 Access control models

Access control is the security process of a computing system that mediates every request to

resources and data and determines whether the request should be granted or denied (Benan-

tar, 2005; Gollmann, 1999). Access control is not an isolated process, but it relies on and

coexists with other security services in a computer system like authentication and audit

(Sandhu and Samarati, 1996). The development of an access control system requires the
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specification of three abstractions of controls: access control policies, models, and mech-

anisms (Benantar, 2005; Hu et al., 2006; Samarati and Vimercati, 2001b). Access control

policies are high-level requirements that specify the rules who are allowed to access which

resources under certain conditions. The policies are enforced through access control mech-

anisms that are low level, software and hardware, functions. Rather than evaluating and

analyzing policies at a mechanism level, models are defined that are formal representations

of the access control policies and are useful for proving theoretical limitations of a system.

Moreover, the fundamentals functions of Access Control Decision (ADF) and Enforcement

(AEF) was proposed in (ITU-T, 1995). ADF is a specialized function that creates access

control decisions by applying policy rules to an access request and the surrounding con-

text. Moreover, the AEF is a specialized function that is part of the access path between the

requestor and the resource that enforces the decision created by the ADF.

Therefore, various access control policies and models have been introduced Sandhu and

Samarati (1994), namely the Mandatory Access Control policies (MAC), the Discretionary

Access Control policies (DAC) and the Role Based Access Control policies (RBAC), and

lately the Attribute Based Access Control (ABAC). Each one of them serves specific security

requirements in different working environments. Furthermore, research on the MAC, DAC,

RBAC and ABAC has proven that an access control model, which can express the RBAC

policies is also capable of enforcing both MAC and DAC policies (Ferraiolo et al., 2003,

chap. 6), and moreover that ABAC can express RBAC policies. The ABAC model was

mainly introduced to overcome a number of RBAC’s shortcomings (Yuan and Tong, 2005).

Following in this section, we provide information on the standard for the RBAC (ANSI,

2004), ABAC and Usage Control (Park and Sandhu, 2004; Sandhu and Park, 2003; Zhang

et al., 2008). UCON is stated in this section since it is an ABAC approach able to cope with

usage control. In turn, usage control seems to fulfill several requirements posed by ODCE.
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Fig. 2.1 The core RBAC model (Ferraiolo et al., 2003).

2.3.1 Role based access control (RBAC)

The RBAC model has received considerable attentions from researchers for its capabilities

of abstraction and generalization. RBAC is considered to be abstract since it includes only

properties that are relevant to security. Furthermore, it is considered to be a generic model,

because many designs could be considered valid interpretations of the model (Ferraiolo

et al., 2003). In addition, RBAC supports various access control principles as Least Priv-

ilege, and Separation of Duties (SoD)/Administrations (Sandhu et al., 1996). The RBAC

model consists of four components having each a different functionality. The components

are Core RBAC, Hierarchical RBAC, Static Separation of Duty (SSD), and Dynamic Sepa-

ration of Duty (DSD).

The core RBAC model consists of five static elements, as depicted in Figure 2.1: users,

roles, and permissions, which contain operations and objects. Following Figure 2.1 it ap-

plies that roles are assigned to users and permissions are assigned to roles. The mapping

between users and roles is considered to be of type many-to-many (i.e., one user can be

assigned to many roles and many users can be assigned to one role). The same applies to

the role to permission assignment. It is noteworthy to state that negative permissions are not

supported in RBAC. Furthermore, the indirect assignment of users to permissions greatly

enhances the administration in RBAC, and revocation of assignments can be done easily.
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Moreover, in RBAC implementations we can distinguish the design and run-time phases.

During the design time phase, system administrators can define assignments between the el-

ements, and that model enforces the aforementioned assignments during the run-time phase.

The run-time phase is achieved by the concept of the session. This unique, among other

group-based access control mechanisms, feature allows a set of users’ roles to be activated.

This means a user could be assigned to various roles during the design phase, but do not

need to be always or simultaneously activated (by the principle of least privilege). However,

the capability of sessions has been questioned with a suggestion of replacement for them as

stated in (Li et al., 2007).

The Hierarchical RBAC enhances administration flexibility through the capability of

permission (operations to objects) inheritance; permissions (assigned to a role) can be in-

herited to another role through hierarchical relation assignments without reassigning the

same permissions to the inherited role. For instance, assuming two roles r1 and r2 and two

permission sets PRMS1 = (p1, p2) and PRMS2 = (p3, p4), which are initially assigned to

roles r1 and r2, respectively. Role r1 inherits role r2 means all permissions of r2 are also

available to r1. The inherited permission can be expressed by the union of PRMS1 and

PRMS2. The immediate inheritance relation is denoted by the →, for example, r1 → r2.

User membership refers to the assignment of users to roles in a hierarchy, and thus, users

are authorized to have all the permission assigned to roles either directly or via inheritance.

The Hierarchical RBAC supports general and limited role hierarchies. General hierarchies

are composed of partial order sets of common inheritance relations. And, in more restrictive

environments, limited hierarchies require the existence of either a single immediate ascen-

dant or descendant role in the hierarchy. Mathematically, hierarchy is a partial order defining

seniority relations between roles, whereby senior roles acquire the permissions from their

juniors and junior roles acquire users from their seniors (ANSI, 2004).

Another advantageous characteristic of RBAC is that it can constrain authorization with
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SSD and DSD relationships to prevent the Conflict Of Interest (COI), which is common

from business requirements. SSD handles the enforcement of static COI policies. For ex-

ample, let r1 and r2 be two conflicting roles, and user u1 assigned to role r1. RBAC prohibits

the assignment of user u1 to role r2 by enforcing an SSD constraint between roles r1 and r2

since the two roles are COI. The constraints are defined and restricted in the design phase.

In the presence of role a hierarchy, the SSD constrains are enforced in the same way for

all the directly assigned and inherited roles. DSD relationships can handle COI policies in

the context of a session, where a user is activated with a set of assigned roles when logged

into the system. As in SSD, in DSD also applies that constraints are specified in the design

phase. However, they are enforced during the run-time of the authoring process through ac-

tivated sessions, and thus, it prevents the simultaneous activation of two or more conflicting

roles.

Moreover, one of RBAC’s greatest virtues is that of role based administration. RBAC

administration is divided into two spaces that of user and administrator. The former includes

user roles and the latter administrative roles with permissions and operations, respectively.

Once again, the principle of least privileged is maintained. In the literature we have identi-

fied several RBAC administration models that are proposed (Crampton and Loizou, 2002),

(Ferraiolo et al., 2003), (Oh and Sandhu, 2002), (Sandhu et al., 1999). However, each of

them is making use of a different approach in role based administration.

An area of great scientific interest, where a lot of effort has been presented, is the ca-

pability to support contextual information in RBAC. A first attempt was the introduction

of environment roles in an attempt to uniformly treat contextual information with subject

and object characteristics (Covington et al., 2001). A different approach was proposed in

(Kulkarni and Tripathi, 2008) where the fulfillment of contextual condition are required

for role admission or dynamic object binding. A similar approach that dynamically adjusts

role assignments and permission assignments based on contextual information was also pro-
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posed in (Zhang and Parashar, 2004). Moreover, the integration of contextual information

with team based access controlwas proposed in (Georgiadis et al., 2001) in orfer to provide

access control for collaborative activity best accomplished by teams of users.

2.3.2 Attribute based access control (ABAC)

The distinguishing design characteristic in ABAC is that permissions are not assigned di-

rectly to the identities of an entity (subjects-objects). Instead, the attributes of entities are

used as a basis for forming authorizations. Attributes are considered to be the security-

related characteristics of the participating entities (e.g., a subject’s attribute could be: his/hers

name, date of birth, home address, training record etc). Consequently, the process of an ac-

cess control decision in an ABAC system is performed as follows: "subjects that request

to perform operations on objects are granted or denied based on the subject’s, object’s as-

signed attributes, the environment conditions, and a set of policies that are specified in terms

of those attributes and conditions." (Hu et al., 2014). As stated in the previous definition,

a policy plays a crucial role in the operation of ABAC. A policy is created by the resource

administrator or owner and it is an access control rule using attributes of subjects and ob-

jects to govern the set of allowable capabilities (e.g., all doctors with 10 years of experience

and more can view the patient’s medical records). Moreover, recent definitions of ABAC

include environmental conditions into the policy rules, and thus, adding flexibility to the

possible declared policies (Hu et al., 2014). As a consequence to the design characteristics

of ABAC it provides significant improvements to the access control process. Firstly, access

decisions can change between requests by simply changing attribute values, and without

the need for changing the subject/object relationships that define the underlying rule sets.

This provides a more dynamic access control management capability and limits long-term

maintenance requirements of object protections. Secondly, ABAC enables object owners or
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administrators to apply access control policy without prior knowledge of the specific sub-

ject and for an unlimited number of subjects that might require access. As new subjects

join the organization, rules and objects do not need to be modified. Thirdly, ABAC so-

lutions can easily support multi-factor decisions (e.g., decision dependent on a number of

users attributes possibly combined with environmental conditions) unlike other access con-

trol model as in RBAC where the handling of analogous access decisions would require the

creation of numerous roles that are ad-hoc and limited in membership, leading to what is

often termed "role explosion". A high-level definition of ABAC is depicted in Figure 2.2

where the ABAC access control mechanism receives the subject’s access request and then

it examines the subject’s and object’s attributes against a specific policy. The access control

mechanism then determines what operations the subject may perform upon the object.

Recent studies have proved that existing access control models like DAC, MAC and

RBAC, can be "easily and naturally" configured by ABAC Jin et al. (2012). Moreover,

the flexibility and scalability of an ABAC model, compared with RBAC, contributes to the

creation of access control models and mechanisms for ODCE that are based on ABAC Lang

et al. (2009); Wang et al. (2004).

2.3.3 Usage control (UCON)

The UCON model (Park and Sandhu, 2004) consists of six components, viz. subjects,

objects, rights, authorizations, obligations and conditions. Subject is the entity that requests

the usage of another entity (object), both introduced from the primary access control models

(Lampson, 1974). However, subjects and objects in UCON are defined and represented

with security relevant characteristics called attributes. The utilization of subject and object

attributes provides the capability for fine-grained usage control on resources and the ability

to support users without knowledge of their identity (Kagal et al., 2006). The usage modes
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Fig. 2.2 Basic ABAC scenario (Hu et al., 2014).
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Fig. 2.3 Components of the UCON model (Park and Sandhu, 2004).

that a subject can exercise on an object are represented in UCON with rights. Rights are

specific and they are not associated with attributes, in contrast to subjects and objects.

The allowance of a subject to exercise a right on an object is not predetermined, but it is

decided at the time of the usage request, with the evaluation of a decision factor. UCON in-

troduces three decision factors, named Authorizations (A), oBligations (B) and Conditions

(C). Authorizations are functional predicates that utilize the values of subject and object

attributes. An obligation is one or more activities that must have been performed by the

subject as a requirement for the requested usage to be allowed. The selection of the re-

quired obligations is based on the attribute values of the subject and the object involved

in the usage. Moreover, the subject and object pair in an operation required by an obliga-

tion, may differ from the subject and object pair involved in the usage under consideration.

Conditions are also functional predicates, like authorizations, but they utilize only system

related information contained in special system variables, named condition variables. The

UCON components and their relationships are depicted in Figure 2.3 as originally presented

in (Park and Sandhu, 2004).

Two innovative concepts introduced in UCON is continuity of decision and attribute
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Fig. 2.4 Family of UCON sub-models.

mutability (Park and Sandhu, 2004). More specifically, the exercise of a right from a sub-

ject in an object, is not a spontaneous action, but it may last some time and include several

sub-actions. With the utilization of continuity of decision, authorizations, obligation and

conditions are categorized into pre and ongoing (required before and during the usage, re-

spectively). Moreover, attribute mutability updates the attributes of the subject or the object

as a consequence of an allowed usage. The attribute update procedure can be executed be-

fore (1), during (2), after (3) the exercise of an allowed usage, or not executed at all (0). Fig-

ure 2.4 is a graphical representation of the family of UCON sub-models (Park and Sandhu,

2004) that encompasses decision factors, continuity of decision and attribute mutability.

A key factor for UCON’s acceptance by modern computing environments as ODCE, is

the development of adequate usage control enforcement methods. Some solutions for the

enforcement of usage control already exist, but to cover a wide range of application areas.

These solutions need to mature and expand. This leaves many interesting areas of current

and future research that are of great practical relevance (Nyre, 2011) (Pretschner et al.,

2008). In addition (Almutairi and Siewe, 2011) proposes Context-Aware Usage CONtrol
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(CA-UCON) model which extends the traditional UCON model to enable adaptation to

environmental changes in the aim of preserving continuity of access. Moreover, additional

improvements to the original UCON model have also been proposed. In (Yang et al., 2009)

permissions are valid only for a set time period and only for a given number of times. Work

in (Krautsevich et al., 2010) calculates the outcome of usage control decision information

regarding trust and risk. A specialized solution that permits the operation of dynamic virtual

organizations in GRID environment is also presented in (Gui et al., 2011)

2.4 Specification and verification of systems

In this section, we provide prerequisite information regarding the formal specification and

verification of concurrent computer systems. Specifically, we provide information on a

system’s specification with transition systems, along with verification techniques with a

focus on the specification and verification of properties using a model checking technique.

2.4.1 Specification fundamentals

Concurrent computer systems1 are a special category of systems where many computations

are executing simultaneously and possible interacting with each other (Ben-Ari, 2006). Sup-

port of concurrency is fundamental in interactive systems, (i.e., systems where users and

computers are inter-acting), because there is no way to limit the users’ behaviour or prevent

them from interrupting the system’s execution. The proposed attribute based usage control

model is an interactive, and thus, a concurrent system since a user may arbitrarily request

new usages or terminate existing ones during the execution of system’s computations. In

order to describe the behaviour of a system in a sound mathematical basis, formal methods

are widely used in computing science (Wing, 1990). TLA+ is a formal language especially

1We onwards use the terms of computer system and system interchangeably.
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designed to express and specify concurrent systems (Lamport et al., 2002). TLA+, as the

majority of temporal logic formal approaches, uses the semantics of transitions systems,

which is the dominant method for formal representation of concurrent systems.

Transition systems

Formal methods provide a framework to systematically specify, develop and verify com-

puter systems (Wing, 1990). The first step for the creation of a system’s specification is

the identification of all system’s values (i.e., every data item manipulated by the system).

System’s algorithms assign these values to a set of infinite variables names. The second

step is the description of the system’s behaviour with a transition system class of models

which constitute the dominant method for the description of concurrent systems (Baier and

Katoen, 2008). Transition systems are directed graphs where nodes represent system states

and edges represent transitions or actions (i.e., state changes). A system state is the as-

signment with a value to every variable var of the system. We write s[[x]] to denote the

assignment of a value in variable x in state s. A constant is a variable that is assigned with

a stable value to every state of the system. Actions specify how the system can evolve from

one state to another. A sequence of system states, that is created by the application of a se-

ries of actions on an initial state, composes a behaviour. An example of a transition system

is depicted in Figure 2.5.

2.4.2 Verification techniques

The principal methods for the verification of complex systems can be grouped under four

types. These are testing, simulation, deductive verification, and model checking (Heljanko,

2006). Testing is performed on the system itself. However, testing of usage control sys-

tems for ODCE is not always a cost effective process, since it can be performed when an
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Fig. 2.5 Transition system

implementation of the system is available. Furthermore, it can only prove the existence

of bugs, but not their absence. Similarly, simulation-based approaches suffer from lack of

completeness as it is impossible or impractical to test all system trajectories. Furthermore,

simulation-based testing is semi-automatic since the user must provide a large number of

test cases. Deductive verification is based on manual mathematical proof of correctness

of a model of a system. It is a very highly cost process and, furthermore, requires highly

skilled personnel. Model checking verifies a system’s model against defined properties; it

is not vulnerable to the likelihood that an error is exposed. This contrasts with testing and

simulation that are aimed at tracing the most probable defects. Additionally, it provides

diagnostic information in case a property is invalidated, which is very useful for debugging

purposes. In principle, model checking is an automated process and its use requires neither

a high degree of user interaction nor complex test data. Furthermore, it does not require

the development of custom tools for verifying a system, which can be a time-consuming

and error-prone process. On the contrary, verification via model checking can be applied

using existing model checkers. Therefore, model checking can serve as a technique to de-
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tect non-conformance, between an access or usage control system and its initially defined

specifications, as efficiently as possible.

2.4.3 Model checking

Model checking is an automated technique that, given a model of a system and a formal

property, systematically checks whether this property holds for a given/any state/behavior

of that model. In order to verify that a system satisfies a property the following three things

are required (Huth and Ryan, 2004):

• A model of the system, which is developed in a formal specification language of the

model checker. The model of a system describes all the behaviours of the system in an

accurate and unambiguous way. They are mostly expressed using transition systems

as described in the previous section.

• The property of the system, specified in the temporal logic language and used by the

model checker. Temporal logic is basically an extension of traditional propositional

logic with operators that refer to the behaviour of the systems over time. To make a

rigorous verification possible, properties should be described in a precise and unam-

biguous manner.

• The execution of the model checker having as inputs the model of the system and

the system’s properties. The model checker first has to be initialized by appropriately

setting the various options and directives that may be used to carry out the exhaustive

verification. Subsequently, the actual model checking takes place. This is basically a

solely algorithmic approach in which the validity of the property under consideration

is checked in all states of the systems model.
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Fig. 2.6 The model checking process (Baier and Katoen, 2008)

In Figure 2.6 we depict the model checking process with all the intermediate stages.

In a nutshell, both the system and requirements are formally defined in a temporal logic

language. Using a model checker software, it is feasible to check the satisfiability of the

defined requirements in the model. In case a property doesn’t hold, then a counterexample

is provided showing the full trace that led to the erroneous behaviour.

The model checking software applies algorithms for exploring the state space of a transi-

tion system to determine if it obeys a specification of its intended behavior. There may be a

modeling error that implies the correction of the model and the verification has to be started

with the improved model. If the error analysis shows that there is a discrepancy between

the design and its model, then either a design error has been exposed or a property error

has taken place. These errors when using model checking software are accompanied with

counter example traces. The automatic generation of such counter example traces consists

of an important tool for design and debugging purposes of the systems.

The properties that can be defined in a system are categorized, but not limited, into safety

and liveness. A safety property determines that the system does not attempt to do something
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which is not permitted, while a liveness property ensures that the system will eventually do

something that is required (Kindler, 1994).

Some of the problems of model checking are (Baier and Katoen, 2008):

• It suffers from the state-space explosion problem, i.e., the number of states needed

to model the system accurately may easily exceed the amount of available computer

memory. Despite the development of several very effective methods to combat this

problem, models of realistic systems may still be too large to fit in memory.

• Its usage requires some expertise in finding appropriate abstractions to obtain smaller

system models and to state properties in the applied temporal logic.

• It is not guaranteed to yield correct results: as with any tool, a model checker may

contain software defects.

2.5 Specification and verification in TLA+

A system’s specification in TLA+ follows the Standard Model, which is the description

of a set of behaviours each representing a possible execution of the system. Every TLA+

specification is composed of predicates, actions and temporal formulas.

Specifically, a predicate is a boolean-valued expression built from variables and con-

stants and is evaluated on a state. The evaluation of a predicate in a state is performed by

calculating the predicate’s expression with the assigned values of the included variables in

this state. A formal definition follows:

s[[p]] = p(∀ ’u’ : s[[u]]/u) (2.1)

where p(∀’u’ : s[[u]]/u) denotes the evaluation of predicate p by substituting every variable
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u with the assigned value in state s (s[[u]]). If a predicate p is evaluated as true in state s

then this states that predicate p satisfies state s.

An action denotes a relation between pairs of states of the system (denoted as system

steps). Moreover, an action is a boolean-valued expression built from constants, primed and

unprimed variables. Primed variables refer to new states while unprimed refer to old states.

A formal definition of actions follows:

s[[a]]t = a(∀ ’u’ : s[[u]]/u, t[[u]]/u′) (2.2)

We say that action a satisfies states s,t, or that s,t is an a-step if the evaluation of the action,

with unprimed variables assigned value from state s and primed variables assigned value

from state t, is true. A predicate can be considered as a special action that is evaluated only

on the first state of a step.

A temporal formula in TLA+ is a boolean valued expression that is evaluated on be-

haviours. More specifically, a temporal formula F is composed by action and predicates

combined with logical and temporal operators. An action / predicate can be considered as

a special temporal formula that is evaluated on the first step / state of the behaviour. Some

of the fundamental temporal operators in TLA+ follow:

• Always �. The formula F must satisfy every suffix of the behaviour. The semantics

of the always temporal operator follows:

< s0,s1, . . . > [[�F ]], ∀n ≥ 0: < sn,sn+1, . . . > [[F ]] (2.3)

where the , operator utilized in an expression id , exp defines id to be synonymous

with the expression exp. Replacing id by exp does not change the meaning of the

specification.
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• Eventually ♦. The formula F must satisfy some states of the behaviour. The semantics

or eventually can be defined by utilizing the always temporal operator as follows:

♦F , ¬�¬F (2.4)

• Leads to . The formula F G asserts that whenever F is true, G is eventually true.

That is G is true at the same time with F or some time later. The leads to operator can

be defined utilizing the previous temporal operators as:

F  G,�(F =⇒ ♦G) (2.5)

Consequently, all the accepted behaviours of a system can be specified in TLA+ with a

temporal formula called specification of the following form:

Spec, Init ∧�Next (2.6)

where Init is a predicate and Next is an action. A behaviour satisfies Spec if the first state

of the behaviour satisfies Init and every consequent step satisfies Next. However, a well-

defined specification should allow stuttering steps (steps that leave the system variables

unchanged). Thus, the specification has the following form:

Spec, Init ∧�[Next]<v1,...,vn> (2.7)

where [Next]<v1,...,vn> is defined as:

[Next]<v1,...,vn> , Next ∨ ((v′1 = v1)∧ . . .∧ (v′n = vn)) (2.8)
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The formula (2.7) demands that the transition from one state to another is either a Next-step

or a stuttering step that leaves the system variables unchanged.

However, the TLA+ specification expressed in (2.7), also describes behaviours that may

stop at any point, including a behaviour that starts in a valid initial state and takes no step.

Weak fairness property of the action Next (WFvars(Next)) asserts that behaviours are not

allowed to stop in a state in which Next action is enabled (Action A is enabled in a state s if

there exists a state t such that s → t is an Next-step). Therefore, the specification of a system

that permits stuttering steps and supports the weak fairness property for action Next has the

following form:

Spec, Init ∧�[Next]<v1,...,vn>∧WFvars(Next) (2.9)

A verification property in TLA+ is described together with a system’s specification and

has the form of an invariant or a property-temporal formula (Lamport et al., 2002). An

invariant is a predicate that is evaluated on a system state. Consequently, an invariant

holds on a system specification, if and only if, every state of all the behaviours of a system

satisfy that predicate. Moreover, a temporal formula is evaluated on a system behaviour.

Consequently, a temporal formula hold on a specification, if and only if, it is satisfied by all

the behaviors of the system.

2.6 Related work on the specification and verification of

UCON

A number of formal models have been developed in order to capture the new semantics of

continuity of decision and utilization of historical information in the usage decision mak-

ing process through the attribute mutability mechanism. The formal model expressed by

Zhang was developed in an extended version of TLA, developed also by Zhang, and mainly
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targeted to highlight the enhanced expressiveness of UCON, compared to existing access

control models (Zhang, 2006; Zhang et al., 2005). Additionally, the same specification sets

as a level of atomicity the internal actions of the model and separates the actions that update

the state of the usage from those that update the attribute value of the entities. However,

the specification introduced in (Zhang et al., 2005) represents only a single usage process,

and thus, it is raising questions on the operation of the usage control system where multiple

usages are executing concurrently.

Zhang also analyzes the safety problem in a UCON system where new objects are cre-

ated by proposing an additional model (Zhang, 2006; Zhang et al., 2006). The formal model

expressed in (Zhang, 2006; Zhang et al., 2006) permits the existence of multiple usages.

However it sets as level of atomicity the entire usage, thus eliminating the impact of concur-

rent operations into the internal state transitions of the usage states. Moreover, the formal

model in (Zhang, 2006; Zhang et al., 2006) does not utilize a well-known formal language

since it is described in a Z-like format. Both formal models proposed by Zhang are capable

of expressing not only the model itself but also the policies supported by the model. This is

done by specifying authorization predicates and attribute update procedures.

Another specification of a usage control was developed by Janicke in (Janicke et al.,

2007) to support continuous on-going scenarios. Specifically, it is stated that within an

initial usage entitled session, a number of "internal" usage requests may be performed.

However, in order to support immediate revocation of usages, the latter is required to be

performed by atomic actions. An alternative option states that the "internal" usage is not be-

ing revoked immediately but no additional usage requests are permitted. This specification

was developed in ITL and it supports concurrent usages only within sessions. An additional

formal model based on the POlicy Language based on Process algebra (POLPA) is pre-

sented in (Martinelli and Mori, 2010). This formalization presents only the basic features of

UCON; does not deal with concurrency issues and does not present policy implementation
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paradigms.

The verification of properties in usage control models has not been studied in (Janicke

et al., 2007; Martinelli and Mori, 2010). The expressiveness and flexibility of the usage

control model were presented in (Zhang et al., 2005) through the demonstration of policies

such as RBAC, Chinese Wall, and so on. Moreover, the formal model in (Zhang et al.,

2006) studied the safety problem in usage control concluding that only a very restricted

pre-authorization subset of usage control models may support the safety problem. Work in

(Ranise and Armando, 2012) also examined the safety problem in UCON policies. Nev-

ertheless, it generalizes the restrictions imposed by (Zhang et al., 2006). Specifically, the

formal model proposed in (Ranise and Armando, 2012) permits concurrent execution of

usages and also allows attribute values to get values over infinitive domains using simple

algebraic structure. A first attempt to formally analyze usage control policies with a model

checker is presented in (Pretschner et al., 2009). Specifically, a formal model of simple us-

age control policies using an extension of Linear Temporal Logic (LTL). Thus, policies were

analyzed by the NuSMV model checker tool, but no decidability result was derived. The au-

thors in (Rajkumar et al., 2010) verified a policy implementation of a usage control system

in SPIN. The implementation was designed for a Web based conference management ap-

plication. However, it supports concurrent applications through a common communication

channel. Furthermore, the usage scenario lacks of support for ongoing rules. Separation of

duties policies in usage control is studied in (Lu et al., 2012), where initially they define

a set-based specification of separation of duty policies and then they adapt it to attribute

values of usage control. This results in applying already existing static mutually exclusive

attribute (SMEA) constraints theory.

A comparison of the aforementioned information is depicted in Table 2.1
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Table 2.1 Comparison of related works

2.7 Chapter summary

In this chapter, we provided information about ODCE and related research work in the areas

of access control models and their specification. Specifically, we highlighted the operational

characteristics of ODCE along with the security threats presented in them. Moreover, we

have given information on the RBAC, ABAC and UCON models, which are mostly appli-

cable in the examined case of ODCE. Furthermore, we provided information on the specifi-

cation of concurrent systems utilizing transition systems and verification utilizing the model

checking technique. The process of system specification and verification in TLA+ was also

presented next. The presented work on the specification and verification of models renders

the aforementioned information valuable regarding the modeling of access or usage control

systems since it can help in the identification of required specifications of access/usage con-

trol models for ODCE and also check the correctness of the designed or produced models

in respect to their initial specifications.



Chapter 3

Requirements analysis

3.1 Introduction

Controlling the access to the resources of a system is an essential requirement for every

computer security system (Lampson, 1974). Traditional access control models utilize only

a single criterion for the allowance of an access request, which is related to the security char-

acteristics of the subject and object involved in the requested access (Samarati and Vimer-

cati, 2001a). More specifically, whenever a subject requests to access an object, the sub-

ject’s clearance and the object’s classification in Mandatory Access Control (MAC) models

(Sandhu, 1993), the subject’s identity in Discretionary Access Control (DAC) models (Qiu

et al., 1985) and an activated role from a set of authorized to the subject in Role Based

Access Control (RBAC) models (Sandhu et al., 1996), are being utilized accordingly. At-

tribute based access control approaches (OASIS, 2011) provide enhanced flexibility, when

compared to the aforementioned access control models, by utilizing a number of subject and

object security related characteristics, which are expressed in the form of attributes. How-

ever, recent research work highlights the fact that modern access control models, protocols

and mechanisms are required to support modern computing environments. Challenges and
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research directions in building models, protocols and architectures to support access control

in pervasive/ubiquitous computing environments are presented in (Dritsas et al., 2006; Joshi

et al., 2008; Thomas and Sandhu, 2004). A detailed categorization of access control require-

ments imposed by GRID and cloud systems are also presented in (Gouglidis and Mavridis,

2010; Theoharidou et al., 2013). Finally, the ASCAA (i.e., Abstraction, Separation, Con-

tainment, Automation and Accountability) principles for the next-generation RBAC model

are presented in (Sandhu, 2008).

The Usage CONtrol (UCON) family of models (Park and Sandhu, 2004) provides an

integration of traditional access control, digital rights and trust management. Moreover,

UCON encompasses attribute-based characteristics, along with the concepts of continuity of

decision and attribute mutability. Through the utilization of continuity of decision in UCON,

access control to a resource is being controlled either continuously through an ongoing rule,

or only before an access is permitted through a pre rule, as in traditional access control

models. Therefore the term usage is preferred to be used instead of access. Moreover,

the complexity of modern computing environments requires the utilization of a number of

criteria during the usage control decision making process. UCON, employs three criteria

for the creation of a usage decision, namely, the security related characteristics (henceforth

called properties), contextual information and information regarding previous or current

usages of the system’s entities. However, whenever a subject s requests the usage of an

object o, the usage control decision making can be based on either information related to

s and/or o, or on information related to other system entities (e.g. father’s properties may

have an influence on the son’s permissions), and henceforth mentioned as direct and indirect

entities of the requested usage, respectively.

Despite the fact that the usage control decision making process in UCON utilizes all

the three criteria, these are commonly related only to the direct entities. Additionally, the

attribute mutability mechanism of UCON introduces a number of limitations regarding the
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utilization of information about previous/current system usages. For example, no informa-

tion about previous requested usages that were denied is recorded and no discrimination is

done between the usages that have been revoked by the usage control system and the us-

ages that have been terminated by a subject’s request. Consequently, attribute mutability

is unable to support a policy rule that is based on historical information regarding revoked

usages. Moreover, modern computing environments present novel and complicated usage

modes performed on objects by subjects, which are poorly supported through right entities

in UCON. These complex operation modes require additional information that is essential

for their execution, unlike the simple and straightforward operation modes that were previ-

ously supported by traditional access control models, e.g. read, write and execute operations

in an operating system. For example, a banking transaction encompasses additional infor-

mation, which is necessary for its operation, like the amount of transfer, the execution date

etc.

In this chapter, in Section 3.2, we highlight the access control requirements imposed

by ODCE. Furthermore, by recognizing the fact the UCON is the most promising access /

usage control approach for ODCE, we continue in Section 3.3 with a detailed categorization

of the usage decision criteria utilized in UCON along with representative usage scenarios.

3.2 Access control requirements

The following access control requirements have been resulted from an analysis of the ODCE

characteristics through the application of different scenarios as presented in (Damiani et al.,

2005; Grompanopoulos and Mavridis, 2010; Thomas and Sandhu, 2004).

Support of partially unknown-users: In several ODCE scenarios, the users of a system

might not be known a priori by the system. Therefore, there is a requirement for an access

control system that will be capable of making a decision based not only on the identity
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of a user, but also on the user’s security related properties (Damiani et al., 2005). In this

case, the access control system gains in flexibility, as it is able to permit or deny access to

partially unknown users. In order to satisfy the aforementioned requirements, the adoption

of an attribute based access control approach is straightforward. Moreover, the utilization

of historical information (i.e., transactions of a user in a system) in the decision making

process helps in the creation of trust relationships, and thus, can be used for the definition of

access control criteria (Artz and Gil, 2007; Boukerche and Ren, 2008; Kagal et al., 2001).

Cooperation among heterogeneous entities: A typical requirement in ODCE is the

need for cooperation among different administrative authorities (Bacon et al., 2002). There-

fore, in order to achieve collaboration among participants, it is necessary to have a common

language regarding the definition of access control policies and entity attributes (Damiani

et al., 2005). Moreover, the access decision creation in ODCE requires the utilization of

information from a wide-range of participating entities. Specifically, whenever a subject s

requests the usage of an object o, the usage control decision making can be based either on

information related to s and/or o, or on information related to other system entities (e.g.,

father’s properties may have an influence on son’s permissions). We further on refer to them

as direct and indirect entities of the requested usage, respectively. A basic design character-

istic of an access control approach for ODCE should be its ability to utilize, in the decision

making process, criteria that are related not only to direct but also to indirect entities.

Utilization of contextual information: The use of contextual information during the

decision making process of an access control system consists of another requirement (Cov-

ington et al., 2001; Georgiadis et al., 2001; McDaniel, 2003). Thus, it is essential for a mech-

anism to collect (Baldauf et al., 2007) contextual information and evaluate it (Delir Haghighi

et al., 2008; Duan and Canny, 2005; Ranganathan et al., 2004). Additionally, it should be

possible to incorporate in access control policies context conditions as well as provide a

unified model to represent contextual information (Cuppens and Cuppens-Boulahia, 2008).
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Protection of privacy: A requirement of vital importance in ODCE is that of privacy

(Cheng et al., 2005; Ranganathan, 2004; Theoharidou et al., 2013). For instance, the use of

portable devices (e.g., mobile phones, tablets) by users, not only for business, but also for

their everyday personal operations (e.g., contacts, photos) may raise privacy issues. Conse-

quently, disclosure of personal information has a major impact on its users. Users require

the full protection of their private information with minimal effort. Therefore, contextual in-

formation collected by sensors must also be protected as part of a user’s private information

(Minami and Kotz, 2005).

Ease of administration: The new computing paradigms that are realized in ODCE

environments impose new requirements since they support a wide range of daily functions.

These functions are performed by administrators who might have limited or no knowledge

of the underneath technologies (Sandhu, 2008). Therefore, system features such as the

support of complex access control policies are required to be performed transparently.

Resource constrained operations: There are several cases where a device in an ODCE

might operate on batteries, and thus, has limited computing resources (Thomas and Sandhu,

2004). The constrained resources posed by ubiquitous environments prevent the use of

highly secure and complex solutions (e.g., public-key infrastructure - PKI). Thus, in most

cases it is required to use lightweight security approaches to ensure less power consumption

and less usage of CPU and memory resources. Specifically, low bandwidth communication

channels among participants require minimizing the communication overhead.

Adaptation on operational changes: A core feature of ODCE is that they operate in

continually changing conditions. This is because, firstly, contextual information can be dy-

namic (e.g., time, available bandwidth), secondly, participating users can constantly change

position, and thirdly, applications, data and devices may or may not be available for use

(Kagal et al., 2003; Toninelli et al., 2007). Therefore, capabilities as decision mutability

are required to be supported, especially in cases where usage control is applied. Addition-
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ally, access control policies should be automatically altered as a result of environmental

changes. In order to satisfy the aforementioned requirement, a continuous evaluation of the

access control decision, (as it is expressed by usage control), should also be applied in the

proposed model.

3.3 A critique on existing access control solutions

UCON is a next generation access control model capable of evaluating a number of us-

age decision criteria for the allowance or not of a usage request. Nevertheless, a limited

utilization of the aforementioned criteria, related to the indirect entities, is being noticed.

A detailed description of the criteria’s utilization, along with corresponding representative

usage scenarios1, follows.

3.3.1 Security characteristics of entities

Security characteristics of system entities in UCON, are associated with subject and object

attributes. These attributes are utilized by functional predicates (authorizations) that are

evaluated for the usage decision. An example of a usage scenario, where only the subject’s

and object’s properties are taken into consideration during the usage decision making pro-

cess, is implementation of a MAC policy in UCON as presented in (Park and Sandhu, 2004).

More specifically, in a system that implements a MAC policy the following rules apply:

Usage Scenario 1 A clearance attribute is assigned to all the subjects of the system. More-

over, a classification attribute that shares the same value domain with clearance, is also

assigned to all the objects of the system. A relation exists between the values of clearance

and classification, thus creating a form of hierarchy. Consequently, a subject can read an

1All the usage scenarios presented in this paper refer to pre authorization policy rules. However, the same
criteria can also be applied to ongoing authorization rules.
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object only if its clearance overcomes the object’s classification. In addition, an object can

be written by a subject only if its classification overcomes a subject’s clearance.

Implementing the usage scenario 1 in UCON requires the utilization of authorization

predicates that are evaluated on subject and object attributes. It is worth mentioning that

UCON utilizes attributes for two purposes. More specifically, UCON does not only asso-

ciates the entity’s properties into the attribute values but also records into them the execution

of system usages through the attribute mutability mechanism. Nevertheless, the values of

the attributes that associate the properties of the entities are not updated automatically by the

usage control system (update procedures) but only after the intervention of an administrator.

A limitation in UCON’s authorizations is the fact that only the attributes from the direct

entities are utilized. Nevertheless, in modern access control scenarios, it is possible that

properties from indirect entities could also affect the authorization evaluation. A represen-

tative usage scenario that falls into the latter category is the following:

Usage Scenario 2 Bob is a subscriber to a golf club that provides an amusement park for

the children of its members. Bob’s daughter, Alice is permitted to use all the available toys

except from the carousel. Alice is permitted to use the carousel only if her father (Bob) is a

member of the golden club category.

When attempting to support the usage scenario 2 in UCON, Alice and carousel are con-

sidered to be the direct entities of the requested usage. However, during the usage decision

making process, the values of Bob’s attributes (e.g. his golden category membership) are

also required. Due to the fact that Bob is an indirect entity, his attributes are not directly

utilized in the corresponding authorization predicate. Nevertheless, if Alice is supported by

an attribute "father" (that is assigned with the value of "Bob") then UCON is capable of

resolving Bob’s attribute values and consequently utilize them for the usage decision.
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3.3.2 Contextual information

Contextual information in UCON is associated with special system variables, which are

entitled condition variables. These variables are utilized in condition predicates in order

to create a usage decision. A usage scenario, as originally presented in (Park and Sandhu,

2004), that requires the utilization of contextual information for the creation of the usage

decision follows:

Usage Scenario 3 The members of an institution are categorized into "faculty" and "stu-

dent". The same categorization is also applied to the institution’s areas. A member of a

specific category (e.g. faculty) can exercise a right only in areas having the corresponding

label (e.g. faculty areas).

The presented approach in (Park and Sandhu, 2004), proposes the evaluation of con-

dition predicates that contain condition variables, which associate the location information

with direct entities. However, in case where contextual information that is associated with

the indirect entities is required for the usage decision, UCON seems to be incapable of re-

solving which condition variable represents the contextual information that is related with a

particular system entity. A usage scenario where contextual information, which is associated

with the indirect entities, is utilized for the usage decision follows:

Usage Scenario 4 The doctors in a hospital are categorized into "seniors" and "juniors"

in respect of their operational experience. Every "junior" doctor is supervised by a corre-

sponding "senior" doctor. Whenever a "junior" doctor, named Alice, sets a request for the

execution of a specialized operation, e.g. an open heart surgery, a policy directive requires

the physical coexistence of Alice’s "senior" doctor supervisor, named Bob.

A policy rule in UCON that models the usage scenario 4 requires the comparison be-

tween two locations represented by two separated condition variables. The problem arises
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from the fact that Bob is an indirect entity. In such a case, specifying in UCON the par-

ticular condition variable that represents Bob’s location seems to be impossible. In usage

scenario 4, Alice is the direct entity of the usage request and only information related with

her is utilized for the usage decision (condition). Even if UCON can represent with an Al-

ice’s attribute the fact that Bob is her supervisor, it is not possible to link at the same time

Bob with a condition variable that represents his location. A solution could be provided by

utilizing a number of condition variables that represent contextual information, which are

irrelevant with the direct entities of the usage (e.g. "subjectsSupervisorLocation" may be the

condition variable that represents the location of Bob). However, in a system with a large

number of condition variables, such an implementation could result in a very complicated

usage control system.

3.3.3 Historical information of usages

There are cases where historical information of previous or current usages executed by the

direct entities, are needed to be utilized for usage decision. A usage scenario, where the

previous usages of a subject may affect the allowance of a new usage requested by the same

subject, is the following:

Usage Scenario 5 An on-line collaborative educational software provides to its members

the capability to post questions that can be answered by other members. However, a policy

rule requires that a member is allowed to set a new question only if he had previously

provided at least two answers to questions of other members.

UCON is capable of supporting usage scenario 5 either through authorizations that in-

corporate attribute update procedures or through obligations. Specifically, if answering a

question is considered to be a system usage, then each time a member provides an answer,
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the value of an attribute that records this usage is being updated (attribute mutability). Con-

sequently, an authorization predicate is evaluated, based on the value of the aforementioned

attribute, to allow or not to the posting of a new question. More specifically, attribute muta-

bility in UCON actually implements a mechanism that records the allowed system usages in

attributes of direct entities. For example, every time a user listens to a music file, a specific

attribute of her is being updated. The values of these attributes do not represent security

characteristics of entities and are updated automatically by the attribute mutability mecha-

nism. As a result, information about allowed usages is utilized for usage decision. However,

attribute mutability faces a number of issues. Firstly, it provides limited knowledge regard-

ing the system usages (only the allowed ones that contain attribute updates). Secondly, at-

tribute mutability complicates the policy administration process by adding attribute update

procedures to policy rules.

Giving an answer to the question in usage scenario 5, can be considered as an obliga-

tion operation that must be executed twice as a criterion for allowing a usage request to

post a new question. Obligation operations in UCON also represent usages that are exer-

cised by subjects on objects. However, these obligation operations are discriminated from

normal system usages because they are not controlled by a decision factor (Authorization,

oBligation or Condition) and can be performed whenever required (Zhang et al., 2005).

Nevertheless, in modern computing environments, it is possible for the usage decision to be

dependent on past usages of indirect entities. A usage scenario that falls into this category

is the following:

Usage Scenario 6 In a research institute, a presentation room is equipped with both an

interactive board and a media player. A policy rule requires that an employee is permitted

to access the media player only if there is no other presentation in progress (usage of the

interactive board) in the same room.
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Usage scenario 6 can be modeled only through UCON’s obligations and not through au-

thorizations that incorporate attribute mutability update procedures (as happened with usage

scenario 5). Authorizations with attribute mutability fail to model scenario 6 because only

the attributes of the direct entities of a usage are being updated. Moreover, authorizations

utilize only attribute values from direct entities. Thus, the usage of the media player in

usage scenario 6 without the utilization of obligations, seems to be impossible. However, a

significant drawback of obligations is the lack of a feasible fulfillment mechanism, as it is

mentioned in (Lazouski et al., 2010).

Therefore, we summarize the utilization of UCON’s usage decision criteria in Table

1, based on the analysis performed in the aforementioned scenarios. The usage decision

criteria are represented as rows on the left side of the table. These are, as identified, the

properties, context (contextual information), and history (information regarding previous or

concurrent usages) of the system entities. The far right two columns of the table represent

the origin of the aforementioned criteria, which can stem from either a direct or an indirect

entity. Thus, each usage decision criterion, originating from an entity, is utilized by UCON’s

decision factors that are expressed in the corresponding cell. Each UCON decision factor

is represented by a letter (Authorization, oBligation, Condition) combined, if required, with

the attribute mutability mechanism. For instance, if a usage decision criterion is based on

historical information stemmed from direct entities, then UCON is capable of utilizing it by

using either authorizations with attribute mutability (A+m) or obligations (B).

Supporting Complicated Usage Modes

Rights in UCON are described as “privileges that a subject can hold and exercise on an ob-

ject” (Park and Sandhu, 2004). However, rights are not described by attributes, as opposed

to subjects and objects. Such a modeling decision seems to be adequate for simple and

straight-forward rights, like reading or writing a file. However, in modern computing envi-
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Table 3.1 Utilization of decision criteria in UCON

ronments subjects may need to access objects with novel and complicated access modes. A

usage scenario that requires a complicated usage mode is the following:

Usage Scenario 7 Electronic banking transactions must confirm with a government pol-

icy directive requesting that players of on-line betting companies must be adults. More

specifically, whenever a customer attempts to make a money transfer to a betting company’s

account, his age must be evaluated. In addition, the amount of money transfer must not

overcome the customer’s account balance.

In the usage scenario 2, the customer’s account is the subject of the usage, whereas the

money transfer is the right and the account of the betting company is the object. The ne-

cessity for associating the amount of money with the money transfer results in the need for

enhancing rights with a more detailed description.

A possible solution in UCON, to overcome the lack of right attributes, might include

decomposing the transaction of usage scenario 2 into two different rights. In the first right,

the customer’s account is the subject, whereas the money transfer is the object. In the sec-

ond, subject is the money transfer and object is the bank account of the betting company.

For each one of these rights, a respective UCON policy rule is created. However, utilizing

these two UCON policy rules has significant drawbacks. Firstly, UCON modeling does not

depict that these two policy rules are related with each other. Only the policy administra-

tor is aware that these two rules are correlated and must be checked in a particular order.
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Secondly, and more importantly, is the fact that UCON’s modeling is quite different from

the way security policies are expressed, usually through natural languages, e.g. the same

way assembly differs from SQL programming. As a result, UCON introduces additional

complexity to the policy administrator tasks. Thirdly, the fact of using only simple rights

(e.g. read, write, etc.) limits the policy administrator’s ability to create a rule that controls

either all the rights or only a specific one.

The replacement of UCON’s right component with a new one, called action, could pro-

vide a solution to the previous described UCON right shortcomings. Actions can be de-

scribed, like subjects and objects, with attributes. It is worth mentioning that the necessity

for further enrichment of UCON with right attributes was also proposed in (Zhang and

Parashar, 2004). Moreover, actions can support efficiently complicated rights. The previous

example with the banking transaction can now be modeled by utilizing an action having

attributes that describe the transaction amount, the purpose of money transfer, etc. Ac-

tions, along with their attributes, can contribute to the increasing of policy language expres-

siveness. In addition, action attributes can reduce the gap between UCON modeling with

multiple policy rules and expressing security policies in almost natural language. Action at-

tributes can also enable the creation and management of possible existing right hierarchies,

as presented in (Park and Sandhu, 2004).

Moreover, a detailed analysis of the challenging issues that UCON presents in ODCE

are depicted in Table 3.2.

3.4 Chapter summary

In this chapter, we highlighted through representative usage scenarios and related literature

the additional requirements that are posed when attempting to implement the access control

process to ODCE. Moreover, a critique on existent access control approaches, focusing on
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Table 3.2 An analysis of challenging issues of UCON in ODCE

UCON, is also presented. Specifically, a classification of usage decision criteria, originating

from either direct or indirect entities, highlighted the limitations of the UCON model and

spotted out the necessity for a new use-based usage control model.



Chapter 4

The proposed model

4.1 Introduction

This chapter presents our proposed UseCON model for ODCE, which is designed in regard

to the requirements identified in Chapter 3. The remainder of the chapter is organized as

follows. Section 4.2 provides information regarding the proposed model including its main

entities and relations between them. In Section 4.3, we provide a formal specification of

our proposed model in TLA+, and in Section 4.4, we illustrate a policy specification also in

TLA+ through an example. Section 4.5 concludes the chapter.

4.2 A brief description

The UseCON model is composed by three entities, namely subjects, objects and actions.

These three entities, together with uses, are the core components of UseCON. Decision

factors in UseCON are the attribute dependent authorizations and the usage dependent au-

thorizations.

Subject and object are fundamental concepts, proposed already by primary access con-
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trol models. More precisely, a subject is an entity that requests the execution of an operation

on another entity named object. An action entity represents the novel and complicated op-

erations of subjects on objects, imposed by modern computing environments. Moreover, all

the security relevant characteristics, including related contextual information, of subjects,

objects and actions are described through their attributes. An example of an action entity

is a money transfer of a bank account with attributes describing the amount of transfer,

the date of execution, the currency etc. A core component of the UseCON model is the

use component which represents the security related semantics of a usage. A use, is cre-

ated when a subject requests the execution of an action on an object. A use is described

through attributes that record the detailed security-relevant characteristics and capabilities

that are associated with the requested usage. Each use is further associated with a state at-

tribute, which embodies the accomplished status of the usage in progress, as it is described

in (Zhang et al., 2005) and it is depicted in Figure 4.1. The state attribute receives each time

one of the following values (Grompanopoulos et al., 2013):

• Requested: Upon request for a usage, the appropriate attributes are associated with

the use and proper values are assigned to them. The pre-authorization policy rules,

which govern the requested usage, has not been evaluated yet.

• Activated: The requested usage has been allowed, as a result of successfully fulfilled

pre-authorization policy rules, and is being executed.

• Denied: The requested usage has been denied, because it failed to satisfy the pre-

authorization rules.

• Stopped: The allowed / ongoing usage has been terminated by the system due to a

violation of an ongoing authorization rule.

• Completed: The usage that has been completed due to a subject’s intervention.
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Fig. 4.1 Accomplishment status of a single usage

An authorization is the only decision factor in UseCON. However, for the creation of a

usage decision, the UseCON model utilizes three criteria viz. the (properties) of the entities,

contextual information and historical information about usages. Therefore, authorizations

are categorized into Attribute dependent Authorizations (AdAs) and Usage dependent Au-

thorizations (UdAs) as follows:

• Contextual information and properties that describes an entity are associated with the

corresponding entity’s attributes. The values of these attribute in turn are utilized by

AdAs policy rules for the creation of a usage decision.

• Historical information of usages is utilized by UdAs. Specifically, in UseCON, uses

record all the information regarding the previous or concurrent usages exercised in the

system. Consequently, a UdA policy rule utilizes the historical information contained

into the use attribute values to allow or deny a usage request.

Integrating authorizations with continuity of decision results into two UseCON sub-

models. These are the pre-Authorizations and the ongoing Authorizations sub-models. The

UseCON elements and the relations between them are depicted in Figure 4.2.

UseCON presents extended expressiveness, as required by modern computing environ-
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Fig. 4.2 UseCON usage control system

ments, not only due to the fact that is able to utilize all the three criteria (i.e., contextual

information, properties and historical information) but also because these criteria can be

related to either direct or indirect entities or even to any subset of the usage control system

entities, e.g. a bank should issue new loans to a customer only if the sum of the existing

loans of all customers is lower than a given amount. Moreover, UseCON inherently supports

the utilization of historical information of usages and not through the application of attribute

update mechanism as UCON does. Consequently, there is a strict distinction between the

functional components of the internal usage control model (e.g., creation and state transition

actions of use entities) and the components that define the specific policy implementations

of the model (e.g., the creation of the usage decision – policy rules).

4.3 Specification of UseCON in TLA+

In this section, we present a logic based approach to formally define UseCON in TLA+.

Specifically, basic elements of specifications are presented together with the representation

of policy rules and use attribute update procedures. Moreover, the transition system of both
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a pre and an ongoing usage control system that supports the concurrent operation of multiple

usages, are followed.

4.3.1 Basic elements

A system’s usage represents the request for the execution of an action (a) from a subject (s)

on an object (o). All subjects, objects and actions utilized in the usage control system define

the sets of subjects (S), objects (O) and actions (A), respectively. Set E refers to the union

of S, O and A sets, as follows:

E , S∪O∪A

The security related characteristics of an entity are represented through its attribute val-

ues. An attribute is a function whose domain is a particular set (S or O or A) and its range

is composed of specific attribute values, as follows:

Atti(e) ∈ [e ∈ E 7→ RangeAtti]

For every system entity an identification attribute id is defined for assigning a unique

value to the entity that remains constant through the life-time of the usage control system.

Thus, the following invariant is valid for all the behaviours of the usage control system.

∀ e1,e2 ∈ E : id[e1] = id[e2]⇒ e1 = e2

In UseCON, the operation of the usage control system does not modify automatically

the attribute values of system entities (S, O or A). Thus, the manipulation of attribute values

of system entities is proposed to be covered manually by the usage control administration

model. Consequently, a system entity is represented with a constant record having as fields

the entity’s attribute values, as follows:
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e, [id 7→ k,att1 7→ l1,att2 7→ l2, . . . ,attn 7→ ln]

where e ∈ E is a system entity and atti, i ∈ 1, . . . ,n is a value of one of its attributes. The

notation e.atti represents the value of the attribute atti of entity e. The first record field of

every entity is the id attribute. Therefore, the set of subjects, objects and actions (S, O and

A respectively) are defined, as follows:

S, {s1, . . . ,sn}

O, {o1, . . . ,on}

A, {a1, . . . ,an}

A usage request in UseCON results into the creation of a use. A use materializes the

accomplishment status of the usage in progress and it is described with attributes. More

specifically, every use instance must contain an use’s id attribute with value a tuple com-

posed of the attributes values sid, oid, aid that describe the identities of the subject, the

object and the action participating in the materialized usage. A special attribute st is associ-

ated to every use instance representing the accomplishment status of the usage, as presented

in subsection 4.2 taking one of the values requested, activated, denied, stopped and com-

pleted.

A use instance u that materializes a specific usage request from subject s to object o for

action a is represented in the specification of the model with a variable record, having as
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fields its attribute values as follows:

u, [sid 7→ s.id,oid 7→ o.id,aid 7→ a.id,st 7→ state,

uatt1 7→ v1,uatt2 7→ v2, . . . ,uattn 7→ vn]

where s.id, o.id and a.id are the identity values of the subject, the object, and the action,

respectively. The state attribute st gets a value state which belongs to the following set:

state ∈ {"requested", "activated", "denied", "completed", "stopped"}, u.atti, i = 1,2, . . . ,n

are the use attributes. The set of all the system uses is U . During the operation of the usage

control system, U is populated due to the usage requests. Moreover, as these usage requests

are served by the usage control system, the use attribute values are modified. Specifically,

the U is altered whenever a new usage is requested or a usage changes its progress status

(e.g., from activated to stopped) through the accomplishment of a system action, as are de-

scribed in the next subsection. Consequently, the only variable utilized in the specification

is U, which is the set containing all the usages operated in the UseCON model and it is

declared as follows:

VARIABLES U (4.1)

Initially, for every TLA+ specification, particular modules are included that permit the

utilization of specific operators. In our specification, the finiteSets and Integers modules

are included that encompass arithmetic and set - related operators, like Cardinality. The

semantics of module declaration are the following:

EXT ENDS Integers,FiniteSets
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Decision Making in UseCON

The flexibility of UseCON’s policy rules to utilize information originated from a multitude

of sources, contributes to the extended expressiveness of the model. For example, authoriza-

tion predicates in UCON are categorized into unary predicates, which compare an attribute

value with a constant value, and binary predicates, which compare two attribute values

(Zhang and Parashar, 2004). However, both unary and binary predicates utilize attribute

values related only with direct entities. Nevertheless, policy rules in UseCON provide an

enhanced utilization of information from entity and use attribute values. More precisely, the

general form of a UseCON policy rule that governs the allowance of a usage request from a

subject s on an object o with an action a, is a boolean valued expression with semantics as

follows:

Policy_Rule(s,o,a,S,O,A), expression(e1, . . . ,en)

where s,o,a are the particular direct entities of the usage and S,O,A are the sets of all

entities. In addition, two or more UseCON policy rules can be combined together with

logical operators as follows:

p = p1 ⊗ p2 ⊗ . . .⊗ pn

where ⊗ is a logical operator, (e.g. AND, OR, etc), and pi i = 1, . . . ,n is a policy rule.

The parameters ei : i ∈ 1, . . . ,n of a policy rule that are utilized for the evaluation of the

expression may have various origins, and thus lead to the creation of the following categories

of policy rules:

• Direct Policy Rules: The parameters ei in the expression of a direct policy rule are

values only from attributes of direct entities or constant values. Specifically, all pa-
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rameters ei, are defined by the following formula:

ei ∈ {s,o,a} or ei , l

where l is a constant value. Examples of using direct policy rules of entities might

be the expression which verifies that the age of a subject is over 18. Another direct

policy rule is the expression that evaluates if the clearance of a subject is greater than

the classification of an object. In both aforementioned examples security properties

related only with the direct entities, i.e. age of subject, clearance or classification of

subject and object, are utilized in the policy rule.

• Indirect Policy Rules: The expression of an indirect policy rule consists of attribute

values stemmed not only from direct, but also from indirect entities. However, there

is a logic relation between the two types of entities (i.e., direct and indirect) which

is represented in some attribute values of the entities. For example, an employee

named Alice should have an attribute "supervisor" assigned with the value of the id

attribute of Alice’s supervisor. Consequently, the utilization of the indirect entities

in the policy rule is possible, through an appropriate expression (i.e., selection) that

takes parameters the attribute values of direct entities. The semantics for the selection

expression follows:

ei ,CHOOSE x ∈ E : select(x,s,o,a, l)

An example of an indirect policy rule is an expression which evaluates if the father

of a child is a member of a "golden" category class. In this example, the child is a

direct entity where the father is an indirect. The selection expression should utilize

the fact that there is a "father" attribute in the child entity having the attribute value of
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her father’s identity.

• Complex Indirect Policy Rules Modern computing environments impose complicated

access control policies where the usage decision is based on information related not

only with a single entity, but with a subset of entities. Such complicated policies can

be supported in UseCON through complex indirect policy rules. More specifically,

a parameter ei of a complex indirect policy rule can be, apart from a single (direct,

or indirect) attribute value, an aggregation of information. This information is de-

rived from all the entities that satisfy a desired (select) predicate. The semantics of a

parameter ei of a complex indirect policy rule follows:

ei , aggregation({e ∈ E : select(e)})

An example of a complex indirect policy rule is one that confirms that the sum of

the balances from all the accounts of a bank’s customer is over a specific amount.

Information that is related with a set of bank accounts, those belonging to the corre-

sponding user, is required for the evaluation of the aforementioned policy rule. Conse-

quently, the selection expression defines the subset of the bank accounts that belongs

to the specific customer.

Use Attribute Update Procedures

Attribute values are utilized by UseCON policy rules through the usage decision making

process. Consequently, the implementation of a high level policy should also cope with

the definition of use attribute value update procedures because these values determine the

outcome of the policy rule. However, attribute mutability of uses in UseCON has a different

objective from that by UCON (Park and Sandhu, 2004). Specifically, UseCON attribute

mutation does not support historical information, e.g., how many times an object has been
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accessed, which is now supported by the creation of use entities. Instead the mutation of

attribute values only records security related information that are related with the usage.

Moreover, a categorization of the use attributes according to the nature of information they

record follows:

• Induced Attributes. Information that can be inferred from entities involved in a us-

age (i.e., subject, object and action) that a specific use materializes. An example of

induced use attribute is the price of a service.

• Observed Attributes. Information recorded during the exercise of a usage. Such info

cannot be derived directly from the entities involved in the usage. Examples of ob-

served use attributes is the duration of the usage, or the set-time of usage request

etc.

Update procedures for induced attributes can be specified during the definition of the

implementation of a high level policy by the policy administrator. However, update pro-

cedures for observed attributes require the existence of a system function that returns the

required value. For example, a policy’s specification, which requires to record the system

time whenever a usage is permitted, follows:

preU pdate, [u EXCEPT !.st = ”activated”, !.allowedtime = SystemTime()]

where SystemTime() is an internal function provided by the system framework that provides

the current time.

Attribute update procedures in UseCON are performed whenever a usage changes its

state (e.g., from "requesting" to "activated"). Therefore, during the execution of a usage, the

times of use attribute update in UseCON are represented in Figure 4.3.
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Fig. 4.3 Use attributes updates during the exercise of a usage in UseCON

4.3.2 Transition systems

Actions in the UseCON model are categorized to those triggered by a subject’s request and

those operated automatically by the usage control system. More specifically, for every usage

supervised by the usage control system the following actions can be triggered by a subject

(Figure 4.4 and 4.5):

• Request: This action performs the transition from the "Init" state of the usage to

"Requested". Moreover, Request creates a particular use instance that materializes

the requested usage and also assigns values to the use’s id attribute.

• Complete: This action changes the usage’s state from "Activated" to "Completed".

The actions performed automatically by the usage control system, follows:

• preEvaluate: This action is performed by the usage control system only when the

usage’s allowance is governed by a pre-authorization rule. This action changes the

usage’s state to either "Activated" or "Denied", depending on the outcome of the ex-

amined policy rule.

• onEvaluate: In case the allowance of a usage is governed by an ongoing authorization

rule, the onEvaluate action is performed by the usage control system. If the particular

policy rule is satisfied then the usage’s state remains unchanged. In case the policy

rule is not satisfied, the usage’s state is changed to "Stopped".
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Fig. 4.4 Transition system of a single usage pre-authorization UseCON model

Fig. 4.5 Transition system of a single usage ongoing authorization UseCON model

• Activate: This action is performed only when the usage’s allowance is governed by an

ongoing authorization rule. It follows the execution of the Request action and changes

the usage’s state from "requested" to "activated".

Any of the previous actions apart from modifying the st attribute value they may also

update other use attribute values. Such modifications in the use attribute values are con-

sidered to be implementation specific, as already described in subsection 4.3.1. Moreover,

despite the existence of a great number of updates on attribute values, the execution of any

of the previous actions is considered to be atomic 1, i.e. a single step of a behaviour.

The transition system for a single usage UseCON system controlled by a pre and an

ongoing authorization policy rule is depicted in Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5 respectively.

In initial state of the UseCON’s transition system where multiple usages are operating

concurrently no usages are exercised in the system, and thus, the first state of every be-
1This constraint is realistic due to the fact that a use is recorded centrally on the policy decision point and

there is no need for attribute updates of other entities (subject or object)
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haviour must satisfy the TLA+ predicate Init which defines that the set-variable U is an

empty set:

Init ,U = {}

Moreover, according to the time period that a usage request evaluation is performed, a

Pre-Authorization and Ongoing Authorization transition systems are created. The TLA+

specification follows:

Pre-Authorization

As it is depicted in Figure 4.4 the possible actions that can be performed on a pre-Authorization

UseCON system are either the usage request for a new usage, either the evaluation of an al-

ready requested usage or the termination of a usage that is already executed. Therefore, the

Next action, that describes all the possible next states could be either a Request or a Evaluate

or a Complete action and is described as follows:

Next , Request ∨ preEvaluate∨Complete

More specifically, the Request action selects non- deterministically 2 a new usage x.

This is verified by searching the set of uses U , and returning one that has not already been

requested by the subjects or processed by the usage control system. Consequently, in case

that this particular x exists, the request action creates the corresponding use instance that

materializes usage x and inserts it to the set U. The semantics of Request action follows:

2the non-determinism property is implied by the use of ∃ operator. For comprehensive information refer to
(Lamport, 2002)
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Request , ∃u ∈ (S×A×O) : (

∧ ∀ x ∈U : (x.sid ̸= u[1].id ∨ x.aid ̸= u[2].id ∨ x.oid ̸= u[3].id)

∧U ′ =U ∪{createUse(u)})

The preEvaluate action examines if there are any usages that have been requested but

have not been processed by the usage control system. More specifically, preEvaluate ex-

amines if there is any use instance with state attribute value equals to "requested". Conse-

quently, the action evaluates the policy rule that governs the allowance of the usage that the

specific use instance materializes. Based on the outcome of that policy rule the action mod-

ifies the state of the use either to "activated" or to "denied" with preUpdate and denUpdate

use attribute update procedures respectively as follows:

preEvaluate, ∃u ∈U : (∧ u.state = ”requested”

∧ IF(PolicyRule)T HEN

U ′ = (U \{u})∪{preU pdate(u)}

ELSE

U ′ = (U \{u})∪{denU pdate(u)})

Action Complete simulates a subject’s request to terminate the execution of a currently

active usage. If such a use exists, its state attribute value should be equal to "activated".

Consequently, the completed action modifies the state attribute value from "activated" to

"completed" with the comUpdate use attribute update procedure. The semantics of the
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Complete action follows:

Complete, ∃u ∈U : (∧ u.state = ”activated”

∧U ′ = (U \{u})∪{comU pdate(u)})

CreateUse is the procedure that creates a use instance that has the identities of the direct

subject, object, action. The semantics of the createUse procedure follows:

createUse(x), [sid 7→ x[1].id,aid 7→ x[2].id,oid 7→ x[3].id,

state 7→ requested,att 7→ k]

All the other use attribute update procedures perform a dual role. Firstly, they alter

the state use attribute to the desired value (e.g. preUpdate to "activated" or comUpdate to

"completed"). Secondly, the use attribute update procedures modify the values of other use

attributes according to the requirements of the usage control system that they are called to

describe. For example, a possible preUpdate procedure can be the following:

preU pdate, [u EXCEPT !.st = ”activated”, !.att = value]

where the EXCEPT in TLA+ is a special purpose operator representing the modification of

a function from a state to the next. In that next state all function values are left unchanged

unless stated otherwise 3. The same semantics apply to the denUpdate, comUpdate proce-

dures.

The transition system of a pre-Authorization UseCON system with two usages that are

operating concurrently is depicted in fig 4.6. For figure simplicity reasons it is assumed that

the policy rule is always valid so every usage that is requested is consequently activated.

3For a comprehensive definition of EXCEPT operator refer to (Lamport, 2002)
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Fig. 4.6 Transition system of a multiple usage pre-authorization UseCON model

Ongoing Authorization

The transition system of the Ongoing Authorization UseCON model is differentiated from

the pre Authorization model in a number of ways (as it is depicted in differences between

Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5). Firstly, in an ongoing model, a usage that is requested is per-

mitted to be activated without the evaluation of any policy rule. Secondly, at a given time

interval 4, an ongoing action onEvaluate is executed. Thus, the specification of the Next

action on an ongoing authorization model has the following semantics:

Next , Request ∨Activate∨onEvaluate∨Complete

The Activate action searches for the existence of a use with state attribute value equal

to"requested" and consequently updates it to "activated" by executing the preUpdate proce-

4The determination of the exact interval is left open as an implementation issue
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dure.

Activate, ∃u ∈U : (∧ u.state = ”requested”

∧U ′ = ({U \{u})∪{preU pdate(u)})

Whereas onEvaluate action evaluates an ongoing policy rule and based on this result it

either leaves use to "activate" state, but it can possibly update the rest use attribute values

with onUpdate procedure, or modify its state attribute value to "stopped" with termUpdate

use attribute update procedure as follows:

onEvaluate, ∃u ∈U : (∧ u.state = ”activated”

∧ IF(PolicyRule)T HEN

U ′ = ({U \{u})∪{onU pdate(u)}

ELSE

U ′ = ({U \{u})∪{stopU pdate(u)})

Moreover, in the case where there is no need for an ongoing use attribute update procedure,

the onUpdate procedure can be substituted with the UNCHANGED U TLA+ operator that

leaves the variable U unmodified.

The semantics of Request and Complete actions are the same with the pre-authorization

model. Moreover, the transition system of an ongoing UseCON system with two usages

that are operating concurrently is depicted in Figure 4.6. For figure simplicity reasons it is

assumed that the policy rule is always valid so there is no usage that is terminated by the

system.
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Fig. 4.7 Transition system of a multiple usage ongoing authorization UseCON model

4.4 Example of a policy specification

The development of an access/usage control system is a multi-layer process that results in

the definition of an access/usage control policy, model and mechanism (Samarati and Vimer-

cati, 2001a). A policy declares the high level directives that regulate access to resources,

while the model is a formal representation of the system. Moreover, the mechanism defines

the low-level hardware and software functions that implement the desired policy. UseCON

is a general purpose usage control model that is capable of supporting a wide range of high

level policies (Grompanopoulos et al., 2013). However, for the implementation of a specific

high-level policy through UseCON, the specification of policy rules and use attribute value

update procedures is required. Policy rules are required because they are responsible for

getting a decision regarding a usage allowance. Additionally, attribute value update proce-

dures indirectly determine a usage decision, and consequently the policy. This is feasible by

mutating the attribute values utilized by policy rules. A motivating scenario that presents a

high level usage control policy follows:
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Usage Scenario 8 An educational institute provides to its members a number of compu-

tational resources to utilize. A resource’s usage can be categorized to either academic or

personal. In order to provide the desired Quality of Service (QoS), the institute defines a

high level policy stating that an upper bound applies on the number of simultaneous usages

per resource.

A number of usage revoking strategies can be implemented, when the upper limit of

simultaneous usage on a resource is reached. For instance, a possible strategy could state

that "academic" oriented usages should override "personal" usages on the same resource.

Another strategy, motivated by "social fairness", could require revoking the usage requested

by the subject that occupies the greatest number of resources in the system.

The implementation of the aforementioned strategies, using a pre-authorization UseCON

model, requires that whenever a usage on a resource is requested, it must be checked if the

total number of usages performed on this resource has reached out to a maximum number.

Therefore, if the number of usages reaches out the maximum number then a revoke-usage

strategy is applied. This, results in revoking either the requested or the already activated

usages. If not, the requested usage is promptly activated. A specification in TLA+ that

implements the aforementioned operations follows:
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preEvaluate, ∃u ∈U : (

∧ u.state = ”requested”

∧ ∨ (∧NumO fUsonOb ject(u) ̸= MAXLIMIT −1

∧ U ′ = (U \{u})∪{preU pdate(u)})

∨ (∧NumO fUsonOb ject(u) = MAXLIMIT −1

∧ LET act ,CHOOSE x ∈U : SameOb jectAct(x,u) IN

IF (Policy_Rule(act,u))

T HEN

U ′ = (U \{u})∪{termU pdate(u)}

ELSE

U ′ = (U \{u})∪{preU pdate(u), termU pdate(act)})

where NumOfUsonObejct returns the number of concurrent usages on the resource that

usage u requests and it is defined as:

NumO fUsonOb ject(x),Cardinality(u ∈U : x.oid = u.oid)

and SameObjectAct declares the set of activated usages 5 on the same resource with the

requested usage and is defined as:

SameOb jectAct(x,y), x.oid = y.oid ∧ x.st = ”activated”

5For reasons of simplicity and limitations in the software that performs verification of TLA+ specifications,
we use a single entity set instead of a SameObjectAct.
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Fig. 4.8 Examples of usage-revoking strategies

In Figure 4.8 we depict two possible running instances of the usage scenario analyzing

the operation of usage-revoking. The high-level policy defines an upper limit of two simul-

taneous usages for every object in a system. In Figure 4.8, a violation of high-level policy

exists regarding object 3. By utilizing the first revoking method, a usage requested from

subject 2 will be terminated due to the fact that it is requested by an action that has a lower

priority (i.e., a2). However, by utilizing the second revocation method, a usage requested

from subject 1 will be terminated due to the fact that subject 1 utilizes the largest number in

resources in the system.

The revoke-usage strategy is defined with an appropriate Policy rule presented in the

following next two subsections.

Prioritizing actions

In this usage revoking method actions are organized hierarchically. Therefore, a greater

arithmetic value in the attribute of an action, compared with another action, defines a se-
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niority relation between them (i.e., the former action is senior to the latter action). When-

ever the maximum number of usages on a resource is reached out, the most "junior" usage

action in the hierarchy is revoked. The operation of the usage-revoke method entitled pri-

oritizing actions is depicted on the left side of Figure 4.8 where usage from s2 is revoked

because it encompasses an action with lower priority a2. The semantics of the Policy rule

that determines which usage must be revoked follows:

Policy_Rule(x,y), SelectAction(x).att > SelectAction(y).att

where SelectAction returns the action that a specific usage exercises. The determination of

the specific action is accomplishment through the utilization of the identity attribute value

and it is defined as

SelectAction(x),CHOOSE a ∈ A : a.id = x.aid

It is worthy to mention that the above revoke-usage strategy is static since the deci-

sion regarding which usage to revoke between two usage is always the same. Thus, the

aforementioned decision is independent from the usages that has already been requested or

executed in the system.

Equal distribution of resources to subjects

The revoke-usage strategy that supports an equal distribution of resources to the users will,

at first, determine the set of subjects that use or request the object that violates the high level

policy. In turn, it will revoke the usage that is related with the subject having the greatest

number of "activated" resources usages. The operation of the usage-revoke method entitled
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equal distribution of resources is depicted on the right side of Figure 4.8 where usage from

s1 is revoked because s1 occupies the greatest number of objects in the system. The Policy

rule that implements this revoke-usage strategy follows:

Policy_Rule(x,y), Numo fUses(SelectSub j(x))> Numo fUses(SelectSub j(y))

where NumofUses(x) calculates the number of usages that the direct subject of usage x

currently occupies and it is defined as:

Numo fUses(x),Cardinality({u ∈U : u.oid = x.oid})

and SelectSubj(x) returns the direct subject from the usage x and it is defined as:

SelectSub j(x),CHOOSE s ∈ S : s.id = x.sid

The aforementioned revoke-usage strategy is characterized as dynamic since the decision

regarding which usage to revoke between two usages, is not always the same. Specifically,

the usage revoke decision is based on the number of activated usages of each subject which

cannot be predetermined a priori but only during runtime.

4.5 Chapter summary

An access control is proposed in this chapter for ODCE. To meet the requirements posed

by ODCE, the proposed UseCON model incorporates a number of significant features com-

pared with existing access/usage control models. Firstly, UseCONs extended expressive-

ness over the existing usage control models is the result of utilizing information originating
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from either a single or a set of both direct and indirect entities in the creation of the usage

allowance decision. Secondly, UseCON inherently supports the utilization of historical in-

formation of usages through the automatic management of use entities; Moreover, a strict

formal model of UseCON is presented in TLA+ that supports the concurrent operation of

multiple usages. Lastly, through an example, we demonstrated how to specify policies in

the TLA+.



Chapter 5

Evaluation

5.1 Introduction

This chapter elaborates on information regarding the evaluation of the proposed UseCON

model. Specifically, Section 5.2 highlights the novel characteristics of the proposed UseCON

model which are stemmed from its design decisions. Moreover, in Section 5.3 we present

the definition of the properties that should be verified in order to prove the correctness of

both the UseCON model and, furthermore, of an example policy that was prior presented in

Chapter 4.

5.2 Model characteristics

The UseCON model enhances UCON’s fundamental design guidelines as continuity of de-

cision and attribute based usage control. This is done by introducing a number of innovative

modeling decisions. Specifically, UseCON directly associates entities with contextual infor-

mation and also replaces UCON’s rights with actions which are enhanced with attributes.

Moreover, UseCON utilizes for the usage decision information originating from both di-
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rect and indirect entities. The aforementioned design decisions in combination with the

augmented utilization of historical information, which is supported through uses, results in

enhanced capabilities, as demonstrated in the following examples.

5.2.1 Abstraction of actions

In UCON, rights correspond to permissions for subjects to execute usage functions on ob-

jects. However, rights are not described with attributes. The replacement of UCON’s simple

rights with UseCON’s actions described by attributes, provides enhanced capabilities, as

follows.

Simplifying the administration of policy rules.

A UCON policy rule governs the allowance either for a specific right or all rights. Thus,

every time a new right is introduced in the security system, the policy administrator should

most likely create a corresponding policy rule that permits its usage. However, in a com-

puting environment that encompasses a great number of rights, policy administration is

becoming a complicated process. In UseCON, the description of actions by attributes pro-

vides the policy administrator with the capability to govern the allowance of a set of actions

by a single policy rule, as presented in the following example.

Example 1 A company that offers location discovery services provides the capability to its

customers to require the location of an object. A customer, according to his classification,

can request the location of an object with a desired accuracy level. For example, members

of the “golden” category might request the location of an object with an accuracy expressed

in meters, while regular users are able to request the location of an object in kilometers.

Modeling example 1 in UCON requires the creation of a unique right entity for each

accuracy level of the location discovery service. Moreover, the policy administrator must
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create an additional policy rule (authorization, condition or obligation) that governs the

allowance of the particular right’s request. Hence, it is impossible with UCON modeling to

create a policy rule that governs the allowance of a subset of rights e.g. rights that model

location discovery services.

However, the replacement of UCON rights with UseCON actions associated with at-

tributes provides the capability to model the relation that possibly exists between actions.

More specifically, in example 1, every action is associated with an attribute, named type.

Actions that refer to location discovery services have a unique type attribute value e.g. "Loc-

Service". Thus, by utilizing the value of type, a policy rule is able to govern the allowance

of all the actions that represent location discovery services.

The UseCON modeling in example 1, results into the following policy rules rules:

accuracy : A →W Location accuracy level supported by the service

category : S →C Customer’s category. “Premium” or “Regular”

type : A → T Type of service. “LocService” for location discovery

allowed(s,o,a)⇒ type(a) = “LocService” ∧ category(s) = “premium”

allowed(s,o,a)⇒ type(a) = “LocService” ∧ category(s) = “regular”

∧accuracy(s) = “kilometers”

The first policy rule governs the allowance of two actions (location discovery service with

accuracy level of kilometers and location discovery service with accuracy level of meters).

The additional accuracy attribute utilized in the second policy rule represents the accuracy

level of the location discovery service e.g. "kilometers" or "meters".
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Fig. 5.1 Sequence of messages for action negotiation

Negotiating action parameters.

The utilization of action’s attributes in UseCON does not only simplify the policy adminis-

tration process, as mentioned previously, but also provides enhanced capabilities for nego-

tiating the action parameters of a usage request.

In UCON, a subject is able to request the usage of a specific right but it is not possible to

request a "generic" right, e.g. the location of an object without specifying particular accu-

racy requirements. However, the utilization of the attribute type, as introduced in UseCON

modeling of example 1, is further able to provide to subjects the capability to request the

execution of a usage by only specifying the type of the action. Therefore, the subject of

example 1 may request the execution of any action that contains the value “LocService”

in the type attribute. When the UseCON decision creation engine receives such a request,

it evaluates the policy rules that govern the allowance of actions with the specific value in

the attribute type. Consequently, the usage control system does not respond with a simple

allow or deny message, but with a list containing all the suggested actions that the subject

is permitted to exercise. Thus, if the returned list is not empty, the subject can select the

action that satisfies her needs and send a new request. The sequence of messages exchanged

between the subject and the UseCON usage decision engine is depicted in Figure 5.1.
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Supporting Action Hierarchies.

Relevant actions can participate in an action hierarchy. An example of action hierarchy in a

hospital sector is presented in (Park and Sandhu, 2004) where an action "a doctor writes a

remedy on a patient’s record" is considered to be senior to the action "a doctor simply reads

the patient’s medical history". The hierarchy of actions depends on the security policy of

the particular usage control system. However, the policy rule for a senior action dominates

on the policy rules for all its junior actions. A more detailed example is the following:

Example 2 The security policy of a hospital defines that only doctors can read the medical

history of a patient. However, altering a patient medical record is permitted only to doctors

that have the same specialty with the category of the patient’s illness.

As UCON rights are not described with attributes, it seems impossible to model the

relations between them and form a hierarchy. In UseCON, however, the classification of

actions is possible through the utilization of action attributes. Consequently, both the policy

administrator and the usage control mechanism are able to utilize such hierarchy information

in order to enhance the expressiveness of the policy rules and to simplify the usage decision

creation process, respectively. For example, whenever a subject requests the usage of two

directly related actions, a proper usage control mechanism should evaluate only the policy

rule that permits the senior action in the action hierarchy. In addition, in UseCON modeling

of example 2, the policy administrator is capable of creating a rule that permits the execution

of a read action on a medical record of a patient (a junior action), by examining if the

requesting subject has previously exercised a write action on the medical record of any

patient (a senior action). The modeling of example 2 with the use of a policy rule follows:

snr : A → 2A The set that contains the ids of the senior actions
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allowed(s,o,a)⇒| {u′ ∈U : status(u′) = “completed” ∧ sid(u′) = id(s)∧

oid(u′) = id(o)∧aid(u′) ∈ snr(a)} |≥ 1

5.2.2 Utilization of usage information

The introduction of the use entity in UseCON provides new capabilities to the policy ad-

ministrator. The utilization of use entities along with their attributes values provides the

capability for enhanced utilization of historical information of usages and proper associa-

tion of information to the system entities, as it is presented in the following examples.

Supporting Transactions.

Some properties are not related with a single entity (subject or object), but with a com-

bination of them. For example, an object attribute in UCON is associating information

originating either directly from the object or from the right - object combination e.g. the

price of the service (Park and Sandhu, 2004). Thus, if different rights can be exercised

on an object, a separate price attribute for every one of these rights should be created. In

addition, a detailed analysis unveils that the price of a service is actually associating infor-

mation originating form the subject - object - right combination. More specifically, different

customers may be charged with different prices for the execution of the same right on the

same object. Therefore, the association of properties in a usage control system either with a

single entity or with a usage is proposed. The former kind of information is associated with

the related entity attributes while the latter with the corresponding use attributes.

While the values of entity attributes are set by an administrative operation, the creation

of use entities and their corresponding attribute values are not predetermined but they are

accomplished during the operation of the usage control system. More specifically, a subject

entity and its attribute values are determined before the execution of any usage. However, a

use entity and its attribute values are created only when a subject requests the correspond-
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ing usage. The values of use attributes should be assigned with rules that are application

dependent and utilize the attribute values of the other entities participating in the usage. An

example of information that is associated with use attributes is related to transactions. A

transaction is a complicated system process that is composed from a set of particular sys-

tem usages. In the UseCON model, every usage is modeled through a use entity that is

associated with a transaction attribute. Uses that belong to the same transaction can share

the same value of the transaction attribute. By utilizing proper values of use attributes, the

policy administrator is able to define usage control rules with enhanced expressiveness. An

example of the transaction attribute utilization in the creation of the usage decision follows.

Example 3 In an accounting office the whole set of usages that update the files of a specific

customer are forming a transaction. All these usages can be performed by a number of

different employees and may concern a number of different files. However, because all

these usages belong to the same transaction, they should be covered with the same privacy

statement executed once by a single employee.

In the following policy rule that models example 3 in UseCON, the execution of a con-

sent action by any usage of the transaction is examined:

tr : U → T The name of the transaction where the usage belongs to

allowed(s,o,a)⇒| {u′ ∈U : status(u′) = “completed” ∧ tr(u′) = tr(u)∧

aid(u′) = “consent”} |≥ 1

Enhanced utilization of historical usage information.

Attribute mutability in UCON presents a number of limitations. For example, an attribute

update procedure is executed only after the allowance of a requested usage. Thus, the denied
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usage requests are not recorded and information regarding such facts is not utilized for

subsequent usage decisions. In addition, in an UCON ongoing rule, the same attribute

update procedures will be executed if either the usage has been terminated by the subject

or revoked by the usage control system, due to the ongoing rule violation. Consequently,

UCON is incapable to discriminate the usages terminated by the subject from those revoked

by the usage control system.

The UseCON model provides with comprehensive knowledge about the previous system

usages through the utilization of the use entity. More specifically, the state attribute of a

use entity provides the ability to discriminate between requested, active, denied, revoked

and terminated usages. Such information can be utilized for future usage decisions. An

example, where information about previously revoked usages is used for the creation of the

usage control decision follows.

Example 4 In a Digital Rights Management (DRM) system there is an upper bound limit

on the number of simultaneous usages of an object by subjects. Whenever the maximum

number of usages of an object is exceeded, several revocation strategies can be applied

(Park and Sandhu, 2004). However, as a mean of policy fairness, the execution of a usage

that has been previously revoked by the system is freely permitted without the evaluation of

additional policy rules.

The corresponding policy rule that implements the policy described in example 4 fol-

lows:

allowed(s,o,a)⇒| {u′ ∈U : status(u′) = "revoked" ∧ sid(u′) = sid(u)∧

aid(u′) = aid(u) ∧ oid(u′) = oid(u)} |≥ 1
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5.3 Model properties

The UseCON model is considered to be a general-purpose, policy-neutral usage control

model that is capable of supporting a wide range of policies. However, one of the distin-

guishing characteristics of UseCON is its capability to inherently support historical infor-

mation of usages during the usage decision making process through its internal use manage-

ment process. Therefore, in this section, we define a number of properties that must hold

in order to assure the correct operation of the use management process. Moreover, we also

define a number of properties for an example of a policy specification that was presented

in Section 4.4. In the latter case, we verify the correct operation of the UseCON model

regarding a defined high level policy.

5.3.1 Use management

One of the fundamental properties that can be verified in a system is that of type correctness.

Specifically, type correctness is considered to be an invariant which determines that all the

variables of the system are assigned with values originating only from a specific set of

values. The UseCON specification uses a single variable U which corresponds to the set of

system uses. The invariant property that defines type correctness in the UseCON model, is

defined as follows:

TypeCorrectness,U ⊆Uses
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where Uses is the set of all records that have the following form (i.e., all the record fields

are assigned with values originating from their domains):

Uses,[s.id : Sub jectIDS,o.id : Ob jectIDS,a.id : ActionIDS,st : USTAT E,att : AT T DOMAIN]

moreover, the definition of the domains Sub jectIDS,Ob jectIDs,ActionIDs and USTAT E

is:

Sub jectIDs, {s.id : s ∈ S}

Ob jectIDs, {o.id : o ∈ O}

ActionIDs, {a.id : a ∈ A}

USTAT E , {requested, activated, denied, stopped, completed}

A use is capable of recording detailed historical information about the operation of us-

ages in the system. Consequently, a valid implementation of the UseCON model, where

multiple usage processes are operating concurrently, depends on a proper management of

the use instances that represent these usages. Specifically, all use instances must adhere

only to the state transitions depicted in Figure 4.4 for pre-authorizations or Figure 4.5 for

ongoing authorizations. Based on the previous observation, a number of safety and liveness

properties can be defined. For example, a safety (nothing bad happens) property states that

if a use instance has at any given state the value of "completed" in the st attribute, then it

must be impossible for the same use instance to have the attribute value of "requested" in

the st attribute, in a subsequent state. The semantics, expressed in TLA+, which verify the

previous property for all the uses of a system are defined by the following temporal formula:
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Fig. 5.2 Violation of safety properties

Sa f ety, ∀u ∈U : u.st = "completed" u.st ̸= "requested"

Analogous safety properties can be defined for all the possible prohibited state transi-

tions. The complete set of prohibited state transitions is depicted in Table 5.1 under the

header "safety". Moreover, two examples that illustrate the violation of safety properties

are depicted in Figure 5.2. Specifically, the transition of the use instance u1 from the state

having in the st attribute the value of "completed" into the state having in the st attribute

the value of "requested" results in a violation of the a safety property. A similar violation is

considered during the transition of the use instance u2 from the state of "activated" into that

of "requested".

In addition, the definition of liveness properties in the UseCON model determine all the

valid state transitions regarding any use instance. For example, Figure 4.4 presents that a use

instance that has at any given state an st attribute value that is evaluated to "activated" must

be followed by an attribute value equal to "completed" in a subsequent state. The TLA+
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Table 5.1 Safety and liveness properties in UseCON

semantics for defining this property can be defined as follows:

Liveness, ∀u ∈U : u.st = "activated" u.st = "completed"

All the possible state transitions that are eligible to be performed are depicted in Table

5.1 under the header "Liveness".

5.3.2 An example policy

The high level policy described in the usage scenario in subsection 4.4 sets a limit to the per-

mitted maximum concurrent "activated" usages for every object in a system. Consequently,

this policy can be verified with an invariant in TLA+, as follows:

HighPolicy, ∀u ∈U : Numo f ActonOb ject(u)<= MAXLIMIT
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where NumofActonObject(u) returns the number of the usages that are activated on the same

object with usage u and it is defined as:

Numo f ActonOb ject(x),Cardinality({u ∈U : ∧u.oid = x.oid

∧ x.st = ”activated})

The aforementioned high level policy is implemented by two usage revoking methods.

The first usage-revoke method utilizes the attribute value of actions in order to categorize

usages. Specifically, between two usages the one with the highest action entity value is

characterized as "high" level and the other as "low" level. Consequently, in case that there is

a policy violation on an object, the usage with the "low" level should be stopped. However,

due to the non-determinism imposed by concurrent systems, whenever a "low" level usage

(v1) is activated on an object and a "high" level usage (v2) requests to operate on the same

object, it is impossible to know if the next action will be a completed action for v1 or an

activated action for v2. Therefore, in the first case v1 will be terminated by subject, while

in the second case v1 will be stopped by the usage control system. The previous property

can be defined in TLA+ using a temporal formula, as follows:

∀v1,v2 ∈U : ((∧ (v1.oid = v2.oid ∧Policy_Rule(v1,v2))

∧ (v1.st = ”activated”∧ v2.st = ”requested”)) 

(∨ (v1.st = ”completed”∧ v2.st = ”requested”)

∨ (v1.st = ”stopped”∧ v2.st = ”activated”)))

where Policy_Rule categorizes usages v1, v2 to "high" and "low" level, respectively. The

same property can be utilized for the verification of the second usage-revoke method. The

only difference between the two property definition is that the second usage-revoke method
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is the Policy_Rule which now should evaluate the number of activated usages as it is de-

scribed in subsection 4.4.

5.4 Chapter summary

In this chapter, we presented the unique characteristics of the UseCON model. Moreover,

having a formal specification of the UseCON model in TLA+, we defined a set of properties

that fall under the categories of type consistency, safety and liveness. These properties have

been defined for both the correct operation of use management performed by the internal

operations of UseCON, and therefore, can be checked for their correctness i.e, the adherence

to the initially defined requirements of the UseCON model. In addition, we defined a set

of properties in order to verify the correct enforcement of the policy example presented in

Chapter 4 according to the UseCON model.



Chapter 6

Formal verification

6.1 Introduction

The application of model checking as a formal verification method has as an advantage the

existence of a variety of model checking software tools that eliminates the requirement for

the development of a specialized tool for the verification of the defined properties. There-

fore, in this chapter, we provide information regarding the verification of the properties

defined in Chapter 5 using the TLA+ model checker (TLC) software, which is included in

the TLA+ Toolbox (toolbox). Toolbox is an Integrated Development Environment (IDE),

designed for the definition and verification of TLA+ specifications, which includes a set of

integrated TLA+ Tools (TLA, 2013). Thereafter, this chapter continues in Section 6.2 with

the presentation of toolbox fundamentals along with the implementation details for the veri-

fication of both the use management and of the policy example properties that were defined

in Chapter 5. Moreover, Section 6.3 elaborates on information regarding the verification

results provided by the TLC model checker.
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6.2 Model checking with TLC

Toolbox is an Integrated Development Environment (IDE), which is designed for the defi-

nition and verification of TLA+ specifications (TLA, 2013). Specifically, the toolbox editor

provides functionality for the definition and alteration of TLA+ specifications, and supports

syntax highlighting. Additionally, an automatic parser checks the defined specifications for

syntax errors and presents them accordingly by marking them in the used modules. The

toolbox IDE also supports printing of specifications in a pretty form via the pretty-printer

tool.

The tool responsible for the verification of a TLA+ specification in toolbox is the TLC

model checker. In particular, TLC explicitly generates and computes all the possible states

of a system. However, many times the specification of a system might contain an infinite

number of states. TLC handles such specifications, by choosing a finite model of the system

and in turn checks it thoroughly. Specifically, the creation of a system’s model in TLC

requires the definition of its specifications, properties and values of constant parameters

(TLA, 2014). A specification represents all the behaviors that have to be checked. Moreover,

the values assigned to constant parameters are utilized for the instantiation of a specification.

TLC can check a model for deadlocks, invariants and properties (TLA, 2014). A deadlock is

occurred when the model reaches to a state in which its next-state action allows no successor

states. However, a deadlock is not considered always to be an undesirable property since

in some systems is considered to be a desired termination property. An invariant is a state

predicate as it is described in Section 2.5. Invariants are evaluated to true if they are valid

for all the reachable states of the system. Properties are temporal formulas that must be

evaluated to true for all the behaviors of the model. TLC has some limitations regarding

the handling of a subclass of TLA+ specifications and properties that it can check like the

incapability to support the action composition operator (Lamport, 2002). A very helpful
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feature of TLC is the fact that for all cases it identifies an error during the verification

process, TLC provides an error trace viewer that allows the exploration in a structured view

of the debugging information. Moreover, TLC supports an arbitrary evaluation of states and

action formulas in each step of a trace.

6.2.1 Use management

The TLC model checker requires for the process of model checking defining the specifica-

tion of the model and the properties to be verified. However, in order to define a model in

TLC, e.g. the model of UseCON, it is required to declare the model’s specification along

with the values of constant parameters. The constant parameters of the UseCON model con-

sist of records assigned with values using a TLA+ specification. An example of the TLA+

specification that declares subject entities of the UseCON model follows:

s1, [id 7→ 1,att 7→ 10]

s2, [id 7→ 2,att 7→ 20]

s3, [id 7→ 3,att 7→ 30]

where, three subjects (s1,s2,s3) are declared to have each of them an identification attribute

(id), assigned with a unique value, and a single generic attribute (att) assigned with a con-

stant value. In a similar way, we can declare both action and object entities.

Another requirement for the complete specification of the UseCON model, is the def-

inition of the policy rules that govern the allowance of a usage request. The specification

contains three types of policy rules. The first policy rule allows the operation of any re-

quested usage. The second policy rule decides randomly the operation of a usage request
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based on the TLA+ function RandomElement. The third policy rule decides the operation

of a requested usage, only if the value of the subject attribute is less than the value of the

object attribute. The semantics of the aforementioned policy rules, follows:

1)Policy_Rule1(x,y), T RUE

2)Policy_Rule2(x,y), RandomElement({T RUE,FALSE})

3)Policy_Rule3(x,y), SelectSub ject(x).att < SelectOb ject(x).att

SelectSub ject ,CHOOSE s ∈ S : s.id = x

SelectOb ject ,CHOOSE o ∈ O : o.id = x

The last requirement for the operation of the model checking process with TLC is that

of defining the properties to be examined. The first property is that of the TypeCorrectness

invariant as it is described in subsection 5.3.1. Furthermore, all the safety and liveness

properties are declared, as these are presented in Table 5.1. Due to limitations of the TLC

model checker, the safety and liveness properties are declared for every usage separately,

(e.g., the usage 1 is related to object o1, subject s1 and action a1). The semantics of the

safety and liveness properties, of e.g. usage 1, follows:

Liveness1,(useRequested ∈U) 

((useCompleted ∈U)∨ (useDenied ∈U))

Sa f ety1,(useCompleted ∈U) (useRequested /∈U)
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where useRequested denotes the usage request of the tuple < s1,a1,o1 > with semantics as

follows:

useRequested , createUse(<< s1,a1,o1 >>)

In an analogous manner the semantics of useDenied, useActivated, useStopped, useCom-

pleted, follows:

useActivated , preU pdate(useRequested)

useDenied , denU pdate(useRequested)

useCompleted , comU pdate(useRequested)

useStopped , stopU pdate(useRequested)

The declaration of the pre UseCON model in TLC is depicted in figure 6.1. The name

of the specification is Spec and there is no additional declaration of the constant parame-

ters since they have already been declared in the specification (see Appendix). The Type-

Correctness invariant is checked along with the Liveness and Safety properties for every

usage. Moreover, the specification is not checked for deadlock (the explanation for the

deadlock verification avoidance is explained in subsection 6.3). The declaration of the on-

going UseCON model in TLC is analogous since it utilizes the same constant parameters

and requires the declaration of analogous properties. The verification results of both pre and

ongoing UseCON model are presented in subsection 6.3

6.2.2 An example policy

Analogous definitions for the specification, constant parameters and verified properties are

required to perform the model checking process for the policy example presented in sub-

section 4.4. However, the constant parameters are the same as in the use management case,
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Fig. 6.1 Model declaration in TLC
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and therefore, they are not presented. Moreover, the Type Correctness invariant is also the

same as the use management since it is a generic property in any UseCON implementation.

Additionally, a new property that is valid for the policy example is that of High Policy prop-

erty, which verifies that every resource of the system has a maximum number of concurrent

"activated" usages with the following semantics:

HighPolicy, ∀u ∈U : Numo f ActonOb j ≤ 1

where the semantics of NumofActonObj are described in subsection 5.3. We adopt one as the

maximum number of usages due to the restriction imposed by the state explosion problem

as it is described in the following subsection 6.3.

Another property declared in the application example is the correct operation of the

usage revoking method as it is described in subsection 5.3. The semantics of this property

for the first usage revoke method, follows:

RevokePolicy,(useActivated(u1) ∈U ∧useRequested(u2) ∈U) 

((useStopped(u1) ∈U ∧useActivated(u2) ∈U)∨

(useCompleted(u1) ∈U ∧useActivated(u2) ∈U))

since it is known a priori that usage u2 has a higher priority than that of usage u1. However,

the definition of the second usage revoke method requires the evaluation of the policy rule

to verify the priority among usages. Consequently, the semantics of the property related to

the second revoking method, is defined as follows:
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RevokePolicy,

(useActivated(u1) ∈U ∧useRequested(u2) ∈U ∧Policy_Rule(u1,u2)) 

((useStopped(u1) ∈U ∧useActivated(u2) ∈U)∨

(useCompleted(u1) ∈U ∧useActivated(u2) ∈U))

It is worth mentioning that the verification of the second revoke policy property can be

applied only on usages u1 and u2. The aforementioned restriction is implied due to the non-

determenistic nature of the model. Specifically, it is not ensured that, after the evaluation of

the first policy Rule, a new request of a third u3 usage would not be able to alter the outcome

of the Policy Rule in a future state.

6.3 Discussion

The model checking verification was conducted in a platform with the following techni-

cal characteristics: 3rd generation 2GHz Intel i7 CPU, 8 GByte of RAM, and using the

Windows 8.1 Professional (64bit version) operating system. TLC’s version was 2.05.

The first verification results conducted from testing the deadlock property in the UseCON

system. Specifically, for the pre authorization UseCON model, we considered all the usages

of the model to be requested, and therefore, be in the state of "activated" or "denied". The

usages being activated were finally completed. Therefore, the final state in every usage

must be "denied" or "completed". The TLC model checker evaluates all the behaviors of

the model and terminates when it reaches to a deadlock. Moreover, the actions of the dead-

locked behavior are presented together with the attribute values in each state. Figure 6.2

depicts the results of a deadlock behavior with the values of variable U in the bottom. No-
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Fig. 6.2 Deadlock violation results in TLC

tice that every usage state is "completed" or "denied".

Moreover, we performed a verification test on the same model but without checking the

deadlock property. The verification was finalized without presenting any errors. The same

process repeated for all the defined policy rules. The results are depicted in figure 6.3.

The analysis of the verification results require to know the internal procedures that TLC

is making use in order to compute all the possible behaviors of the model (i.e., creation

of the transition system). Initially, TLC computes the states that verifies the Init predicate

and inserts them into a set G. For every state s ∈ G TLC computes all the possible states

t that s 7→ t can be a step in a behavior. Specifically, TLC substitutes the values assigned

to variables by state s for the unprimed variables of the Next action, and then it computes

all the possible assignment of values to the primed variables that makes the Next action
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Fig. 6.3 Verification results in TLC

true. For every state t found by the former procedure it is added to set G if it is does not

already exists. The previous two actions are repeated until no new states can be added in G.

Therefore, the verification results produced by TLC, are the following:

• Diameter: The number of states in the longest path of G in which no state appears

twice

• States Found: The number of states examined.

• Distinct States: The number of distinct states examined.

The verification results produced by TLC for the pre and ongoing UseCON models are

presented in table 6.1. An additional column presents the actual running time of the TLC

model checker presented in seconds.
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Table 6.1 Verification results for UseCON models

The application of the model checking technique in this dissertation provided a formal

verification of the properties for both the use management of the UseCON model along

with the policy example. Even, the trace of the deadlock “error” verifies that the defined

specification of the system operates in a correct manner. One of the advantages of using

model checking techniques for the verification of models is that it is able to provide proofs

of correctness without requiring an implementation of the model. On the other side, a dis-

advantage of applying model checking is that it is prone to the state explosion problem.

Specifically, in our case, the verification of the defined properties is time consuming when

it is required to verify more than 8 usages in the UseCON model. This was also depicted

in Table 6.1. However since we have checked the correctness of the model for less than

8 usages in combination with the fact that an addition of a usage does not affect the spec-

ification of the model leads to the conclusion that the properties are also valid in models

using any number of usages. Moreover, problems were also originated by limitations of

the model checking software (e.g., it is impossible to define a property that includes both

the forall ∀ and a temporal operator). Another issue that we identified is the verification of

ongoing policy rules. Specifically, a usage request might lead to a violation of the policy
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rule in another usage. Consequently, any usage request should be followed by an evalua-

tion of the policy rules for all the usages in the system. Finally, we conclude that the area

of verifying ongoing models is challenging because of non-determinism regarding ongoing

system actions and might be an area for further examination.

6.4 Chapter summary

In this chapter, we shortly presented the TLA+ Toolbox that we used as an IDE for the

verification of the properties specified in Chapter 5 using the TLC model checker. In turn,

we provided information on the declaration of models in TLC as well as a series of perfor-

mance metrics. Furthermore, we elaborated in the internal procedures of the TCL model

checker. Therefore, we have proved the adherence of the defined model to the initially

defined requirements using an error-free model checking technique.



Chapter 7

Conclusions

In this dissertation, we have investigated access control in the context of ODCE. In par-

ticular, introductory information and related work are presented in Chapters 1-2. Chapter

3, provided an analysis of ODCE that eventually led as to the identification of the access

control requirements in that type of computing environments. In Chapter 4, we proposed

our new attribute based usage control approach for ODCE along with the definition of a pol-

icy example specification. An evaluation of the proposed model in terms of the presented

characteristics and properties are presented in Chapter 5. In Chapter 6, we elaborated on the

verification of the proposed model and the presented policy example using a model check-

ing technique, and a discussion of the results. In this last chapter, we shortly summarize the

contributions of this dissertation and we outline some topics left for future work.

7.1 Summary of the contributions

The summary of the contributions of this dissertation are the following:

A detailed study of the access control requirements of access control in ODCE is pre-

sented through motivating scenarios and related literature. Specifically, support of partially
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unknown users, cooperation among heterogeneous entities, utilization of contextual infor-

mation, protection of privacy, ease of administration, resource constrained operations and

adaptation on operational changes are recognized as essential access control requirements in

ODCE. Moreover, a number of challenging issues, which are faced when UCON is applied

in ODCE, are highlighted through the utilization of representative usage scenarios. The

results of this study are revealing various limitations in contextual information handling,

lack to support complicated usage modes of subjects on objects, and weaknesses in utilizing

information concerning previous or current usages of system resources. Moreover,

Based on the requirements recognized in the previous step, a new Use-based usage

CONtrol (UseCON) approach that supports recording of usages with the help of a new

entity, entitled use, is presented. The proposed approach provides enhanced contextual in-

formation modeling, support of complicated access modes and an alternative approach in

obligations modeling.

The UseCON model is characterized by extended expressiveness when compared with

existing approaches. Specifically, when it comes in decision making, the UseCON model

can use information from both direct and indirect entities. Furthermore, decision making in

UseCON can be based also on information regarding a subset of entities (i.e., cardinality or

sum of properties). Another design decision that enhances the expressiveness of UseCON

stems from the fact that it is able to use detailed historical information from usages (e.g.,

usages that have been rejected) in contrast with existing solutions (e.g., UCON). This results

in the description of policies that cannot be supported by current access control approaches.

Moreover, in UseCON the substitution of UCON rights with actions described with

attributes leads to the support of new capabilities as the ease of policy management and the

negotiation of action parameters (see subsection 5.2.1).

The utilization of historical usage information is inherently supported by UseCON and

not through an attribute mutability mechanism as in the UCON model. Consequently, the
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policy administrator can use historical information for the decision making process without

requiring any further actions. This leads to the fact that the definition of policies in UseCON

is simpler that in other approaches and even closer to the natural language.

Finally, we presented a formal specification of the UseCON model in TLA+ and pro-

vided a sound and solid formal definition of the internal actions performed by the model.

The proposed formal model is characterized by remarkable clarity stemmed from its initial

design decisions. In addition, formal model of UseCON it is capable to support the concur-

rent operation of multiple usages along with the utilization of information originating from

indirect entities.

The presented UseCON model was evaluated not only in terms of the presented char-

acteristics but also with the definition of desired properties. Specifically, type consistency,

safety and liveness properties that verify the correct utilization of historical information by

the core model and its internal operations were verified for their correctness (i.e., adherence

of the defined model to the initially defined requirements) through the application of an

automated and error-free model checking technique.

7.2 Future work

The research described in this dissertation can be extended along several directions.

Prototype implementation. Our proposed attribute based usage control model has been

formally defined and verified for a set of properties. The same applies for some of the

models that were capable of enforcing usage control policies, and presented in Chapter

2. However, to the best of our knowledge, none of the usage control models has been

implemented. Usage control introduces a higher level of complexity compared with RBAC

and ABAC when it comes to its implementation because of the existence of continuity of

decision and of pre and post rules. Therefore, a challenging problem for future work might
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be the analysis of the complexities posed by usage control models and an implementation

of a mechanism able to enforce such policies.

Usage control in multi-domain systems. In most systems, access control decisions

are taken on a per domain basis. However, recent advances in distributed and collabo-

rative systems (e.g., Grid and cloud computing systems) require the collaboration among

several domains, where each one implements its own security policy. In the case of multi-

domain access control several problems arise as secure inter-operation (Gouglidis et al.,

2013). Therefore, it would be interesting also to examine the application and the security

issues that might exist in the case of applying a usage control model in such collaborative

environments.

Property verification. The proposed access control model has been formally verified

using an automated and error-free model checking technique. During the process of ver-

ifying properties, we have noted that when we apply a large number of usages we come

up against a combinatorial blow up of the state space, which is commonly known as the

state explosion problem. Therefore, it might be also interesting to check the correctness

of a model using other approaches as a formal proof management system. An example of

such a system is Coq, which provides a formal language to write mathematical definitions,

executable algorithms and theorems together with an environment for semi-interactive de-

velopment of machine-checked proofs (Coq, 2014).

7.3 Closing remarks

This work has appeared in varying forms of conferences (see appendix B). Particularly, a

set of new access control requirements were examined in (Grompanopoulos and Mavridis,

2010). Our proposed usage control model and critiques on existing approaches were pre-

sented in (Grompanopoulos and Mavridis, 2012a,b; Grompanopoulos et al., 2013). A for-
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mal representation of the UseCON along with the presentation of a verification technique

for both the internal operations of the proposed model and its policies were proposed in

(Grompanopoulos et al., 2013).



Appendix A

TLA+ source code

UseCON pre-authorization model

----------------------------- MODULE preUSECON -----------------------------

EXTENDS Integers, FiniteSets, TLC, Reals

VARIABLES U

\* DECLARATION OF CONSTANT VALUES FOR S,A,O

\* (***************************************************************************

s1== [ id |-> 1, att |-> 10]

s2== [ id |-> 2, att |-> 20]

s3== [ id |-> 3, att |-> 30]

s4== [ id |-> 4, att |-> 40]

s5== [ id |-> 5, att |-> 50]

a1== [ id |-> 1, att |-> 11]
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a2== [ id |-> 2, att |-> 21]

a3== [ id |-> 3, att |-> 31]

o1== [ id |-> 1, att |-> 12]

o2== [ id |-> 2, att |-> 22]

o3== [ id |-> 3, att |-> 32]

\* THE SETS OF ENTITIES

S == {s1,s2}

A == {a1}

O == {o1,o2}

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

\* POLICY RULES (RANDOM DOES NOT PRESENT TRACE TLC BUG)

\* (***************************************************************************

SelectSubject(x) == CHOOSE s \in S : s.id=x

SelectObject(x) == CHOOSE o \in O: o.id=x

Policy_Rule(x,y) == SelectSubject(x).att < SelectObject(y).att

\* Policy_Rule(x,y) == RandomElement({TRUE,FALSE})

\* USE UPDATE ATTRIBUTES

\* (***************************************************************************

createUse(x) == [sid|->x[1].id, aid|->x[2].id, oid|->x[3].id, st|->"requested",

att|->1]
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preUpdate(x) == [x EXCEPT !.st="activated"]

onUpdate(x) == [x EXCEPT !.st="activated"]

denUpdate(x) == [x EXCEPT !.st="denied"]

termUpdate(x) == [x EXCEPT !.st="terminated"]

comUpdate(x) == [x EXCEPT !.st="completed"]

\* PRE AUTHORIZATION MODEL (WITH USES # CONSTRAINT)

\* (***************************************************************************

Init == U = {}

vars == <<U>>

Request == \E u \in (S \X A \X O):

/\ \forall x \in U : (x.sid#u[1].id \/

x.aid#u[2].id \/ x.oid#u[3].id)

/\ U' = U \cup {createUse(u)}

\* UNION { U, {createUse(u)}} )

preEvaluate == \E u \in U: (

/\ u.st="requested"

/\ IF (Policy_Rule(u.sid,u.oid)) THEN

U' = (U \ {u}) \cup {preUpdate(u)}

\* UNION { (U\{u}) , {preUpdate(u)}}

ELSE

U' = UNION { (U\{u}) , {denUpdate(u)}} )
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Complete == \E u \in U: (

/\ u.st="activated"

/\ U' = UNION { (U\{u}) , {comUpdate(u)}} )

Next == Request \/ preEvaluate \/ Complete

Spec == Init /\ [][Next]_vars /\ WF_vars(Next)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

\* TYPE CORRECTNESS

\* (***************************************************************************

USTATE == {"requested","activated","denied","terminated","completed"}

SubjectIDs == { s.id : s \in S }

ActionIDs == { a.id : a \in A }

ObjectIDs == { o.id : o \in O }

Entities == [ sid : SubjectIDs,

aid : ActionIDs,

oid : ObjectIDs,

st : USTATE,

att : {1} ]

TypeCorrectness == U \subseteq Entities

\* SAFETY - LIVENESS

\* (***************************************************************************
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entityRequested == createUse(<<s1,a1,o1>>)

entityActivated == preUpdate(entityRequested)

entityCompleted == comUpdate(entityRequested)

entityDenied == denUpdate(entityRequested)

Liveness1 == (entityRequested \in U) ~> ( (entityActivated \in U) \/

(entityDenied \in U) )

Liveness2 == (entityRequested \in U) ~> ( (entityCompleted \in U) \/

(entityDenied \in U) )

Liveness3 == (entityActivated \in U) ~> ( entityCompleted \in U )

Safety1 == (entityCompleted \in U) ~> ( ( entityRequested \notin U )

/\ ( entityActivated \notin U) /\ (entityDenied \notin U) )

Safety2 == (entityActivated \in U) ~> ( ( entityRequested \notin U ) /\

(entityDenied \notin U) )

Safety3 == (entityDenied \in U) ~> ( ( entityRequested \notin U ) /\

( entityActivated \notin U) /\ (entityCompleted \notin U) )

=============================================================================

\* Modification History

\* Last modified 2014 by groban

\* Created 2014 by groban
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UseCON ongoing authorization model

----------------------------- MODULE onUSECON1 -----------------------------

EXTENDS Integers, FiniteSets, TLC, Reals

VARIABLES U

\* DECLARATION OF CONSTANT VALUES FOR S,A,O

\* (***************************************************************************

s1== [ id |-> 1, att |-> 10]

s2== [ id |-> 2, att |-> 20]

s3== [ id |-> 3, att |-> 30]

s4== [ id |-> 4, att |-> 40]

s5== [ id |-> 5, att |-> 50]

a1== [ id |-> 1, att |-> 11]

a2== [ id |-> 2, att |-> 21]

a3== [ id |-> 3, att |-> 31]

o1== [ id |-> 1, att |-> 12]

o2== [ id |-> 2, att |-> 22]

o3== [ id |-> 3, att |-> 32]

\* THE SETS OF ENTITIES

S == {s1,s2,s3,s4}

A == {a1,a2}

O == {o1}
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

\* POLICY RULES (RANDOM DOES NOT PRESENT TRACE TLC BUG)

\* (***************************************************************************

SelectSubject(x) == CHOOSE s \in S : s.id=x

SelectObject(x) == CHOOSE o \in O: o.id=x

\* Policy_Rule(x,y) == SelectSubject(x).att < SelectObject(y).att

Policy_Rule(x,y) == RandomElement({TRUE,FALSE})

\* USE UPDATE ATTRIBUTES

\* (***************************************************************************

createUse(x) == [sid|->x[1].id, aid|->x[2].id, oid|->x[3].id, st|->"requested",

att|->1]

preUpdate(x) == [x EXCEPT !.st="activated"]

onUpdate(x) == [x EXCEPT !.st="activated"]

denUpdate(x) == [x EXCEPT !.st="denied"]

termUpdate(x) == [x EXCEPT !.st="terminated"]

comUpdate(x) == [x EXCEPT !.st="completed"]

\* ONGOING AUTHORIZATION MODEL (WITH USES # CONSTRAINT)

\* (***************************************************************************

Init == U = {}

vars == <<U>>
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Request == \E u \in (S \X A \X O):

/\ \forall x \in U : (x.sid#u[1].id \/

x.aid#u[2].id \/ x.oid#u[3].id)

/\ U' = U \cup {createUse(u)}

Activate == \E u \in U: (

/\ u.st="requested"

/\ U' = (U \ {u}) \cup {preUpdate(u)} )

onEvaluate == \E u \in U: (

/\ u.st="activated"

/\ IF (Policy_Rule(u.sid,u.oid)) THEN

U' = (U \ {u}) \cup {preUpdate(u)}

ELSE

U' = (U \ {u}) \cup {termUpdate(u)} )

Complete == \E u \in U: (

/\ u.st="activated"

/\ U' = (U \ {u}) \cup {comUpdate(u)} )

Next == Request \/ Activate \/ onEvaluate \/ Complete

Spec == Init /\ [][Next]_vars /\ WF_vars(Next)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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\* TYPE CORRECTNESS

\* (***************************************************************************

USTATE == {"requested","activated","denied","terminated","completed"}

SubjectIDs == { s.id : s \in S }

ActionIDs == { a.id : a \in A }

ObjectIDs == { o.id : o \in O }

Entities == [ sid : SubjectIDs,

aid : ActionIDs,

oid : ObjectIDs,

st : USTATE,

att : {1} ]

TypeCorrectness == U \subseteq Entities

\* SAFETY - LIVENESS

\* (***************************************************************************

entityRequested == createUse(<<s1, a1, o1>>)

entityCompleted == comUpdate(entityRequested)

entityActivated == preUpdate(entityRequested)

entityTerminated == termUpdate(entityRequested)

Liveness1 == (entityRequested \in U) ~> (entityActivated \in U)

Liveness2 == (entityRequested \in U) ~> ( (entityCompleted \in U) \/

(entityTerminated \in U) )

Liveness3 == (entityActivated \in U) ~> ( (entityCompleted \in U) \/

(entityTerminated \in U) )
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Safety1 == (entityCompleted \in U) ~> ( ( entityRequested \notin U )

/\ ( entityActivated \notin U) /\ (entityTerminated \notin U) )

Safety2 == (entityActivated \in U) ~> ( entityRequested \notin U )

Safety3 == (entityTerminated \in U) ~> ( ( entityRequested \notin U )

/\ ( entityActivated \notin U) /\ (entityCompleted \notin U) )

=============================================================================

\* Modification History

\* Last modified 2014 by groban

\* Created 2014 by groban
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Policy example with revoke usage method 1

------------------------------ MODULE Policy1 ------------------------------

EXTENDS Integers, FiniteSets, TLC, Reals

VARIABLES U

\* DECLARATION OF CONSTANT VALUES FOR S,A,O

\* (***************************************************************************

s1== [ id |-> 1, att |-> 10]

s2== [ id |-> 2, att |-> 20]

s3== [ id |-> 3, att |-> 30]

s4== [ id |-> 4, att |-> 40]

s5== [ id |-> 5, att |-> 50]

a1== [ id |-> 1, att |-> 11]

a2== [ id |-> 2, att |-> 21]

a3== [ id |-> 3, att |-> 31]

a4== [ id |-> 4, att |-> 41]

a5== [ id |-> 5, att |-> 51]

o1== [ id |-> 1, att |-> 12]

o2== [ id |-> 2, att |-> 22]

o3== [ id |-> 3, att |-> 32]

o4== [ id |-> 4, att |-> 42]

o5== [ id |-> 5, att |-> 52]
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\* THE SETS OF ENTITIES

S == {s1,s2}

A == {a1,a2}

O == {o1,o2}

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

\* POLICY RULES (JUNIOR ACTION IN SAME OBJECT)

\* (***************************************************************************

SelectAction(x) == CHOOSE a \in A: a.id=x.aid

Policy_Rule(x,y) == SelectAction(x).att > SelectAction(y).att

\* Finds the # of activated uses with same object as u

SameObjectAct(x,y) == x.oid = y.oid /\ x.st="activated"

ActivatedOnObject(x) == {u \in U: SameObjectAct(u,x)}

NumOfActOnObject(x) == Cardinality(ActivatedOnObject(x))

\* USE UPDATE ATTRIBUTES

\* (***************************************************************************

createUse(x) == [sid|->x[1].id, aid|->x[2].id, oid|->x[3].id, st|->"requested",

att|->1]

preUpdate(x) == [x EXCEPT !.st="activated"]

onUpdate(x) == [x EXCEPT !.st="activated"]

denUpdate(x) == [x EXCEPT !.st="denied"]

termUpdate(x) == [x EXCEPT !.st="terminated"]

comUpdate(x) == [x EXCEPT !.st="completed"]
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\* POLICY IMPLEMENTATION

\* (***************************************************************************

Init == U = {}

vars == <<U>>

Request == \E u \in (S \X A \X O):

/\ \forall x \in U : (x.sid#u[1].id \/ x.aid#u[2].id \/

x.oid#u[3].id)

/\ U' = U \cup {createUse(u)}

preEvaluate == \E u \in U: (

/\ u.st="requested"

/\ \/ ( /\ NumOfActOnObject(u) < 1

/\ U' = (U \ {u}) \cup {preUpdate(u)}

)

\/ ( /\ NumOfActOnObject(u) >= 1

/\ LET act==CHOOSE x \in U : SameObjectAct(x,u)

IN

IF (Policy_Rule(act,u))

THEN

U' = (U \ {u}) \cup {termUpdate(u)}

ELSE

U' = (U \ {u,act}) \cup {preUpdate(u),termUpdate(act)}

)
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)

Complete == \E u \in U: (

/\ u.st="activated"

/\ U' = (U \ {u}) \cup {comUpdate(u)} )

Next == Request \/ preEvaluate \/ Complete

Spec == /\ Init /\ [][Next]_vars /\ WF_vars(Next)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

\* TYPE CORRECTNESS

\* (***************************************************************************

USTATE == {"requested","activated","denied","terminated","completed"}

SubjectIDs == { s.id : s \in S }

ActionIDs == { a.id : a \in A }

ObjectIDs == { o.id : o \in O }

Entities == [ sid : SubjectIDs,

aid : ActionIDs,

oid : ObjectIDs,

st : USTATE,

att : {1} ]

TypeCorrectness == U \subseteq Entities
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\* HIGH LEVEL PROPERTIES

\* (***************************************************************************

u1 == createUse(<<s1, a1, o1>>)

u2 == createUse(<<s1, a2, o1>>)

test == Policy_Rule(u2,u1)

NewInt2 == \forall u \in U : NumOfActOnObject(u)<=1

NewInt3 == (preUpdate(u1) \in U /\ u2 \in U) ~>

( (termUpdate(u1) \in U) /\ (preUpdate(u2) \in U)) \/

( (comUpdate(u1) \in U) /\ (preUpdate(u2) \in U))

NewInt4 == (u1 \in U /\ u2 \in U /\ u1.st="activated"

/\ u2.st="requested") ~>

((u1 \in U /\ u2 \in U /\ u1.st="completed" /\ u2.st="activated") \/

(u1 \in U /\ u2 \in U /\ u1.st="terminated" /\ u2.st="activated"))

=============================================================================

\* Modification History

\* Last modified 2014 by groban

\* Created 2014 by groban
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Policy example with revoke usage method 2

------------------------------ MODULE Policy2 ------------------------------

EXTENDS Integers, FiniteSets, TLC, Reals

VARIABLES U

\* DECLARATION OF CONSTANT VALUES FOR S,A,O

\* (***************************************************************************

s1== [ id |-> 1, att |-> 10]

s2== [ id |-> 2, att |-> 20]

s3== [ id |-> 3, att |-> 30]

s4== [ id |-> 4, att |-> 40]

s5== [ id |-> 5, att |-> 50]

a1== [ id |-> 1, att |-> 11]

a2== [ id |-> 2, att |-> 21]

a3== [ id |-> 3, att |-> 31]

a4== [ id |-> 4, att |-> 41]

a5== [ id |-> 5, att |-> 51]

o1== [ id |-> 1, att |-> 12]

o2== [ id |-> 2, att |-> 22]

o3== [ id |-> 3, att |-> 32]

o4== [ id |-> 4, att |-> 42]

o5== [ id |-> 5, att |-> 52]
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\* THE SETS OF ENTITIES

S == {s1,s2,s3}

A == {a1}

O == {o1,o2,o3}

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

\* POLICY RULES (WITH LEAST ACTIVATED USES)

\* (***************************************************************************

SelectSubject(x) == CHOOSE s \in S : s.id=x.sid

UsesOfSubject(x) == {a \in U: a.sid=x.id /\ a.st="activated"}

NumOfUses(x) == Cardinality(UsesOfSubject(x))

Predicate(x,y) == /\ NumOfUses(SelectSubject(x))#1

/\ (NumOfUses(SelectSubject(x))>NumOfUses(SelectSubject(y)))

SameObjectAct(x,y) == x.oid = y.oid /\ x.st="activated"

ActivatedOnObject(x) == {u \in U: SameObjectAct(u,x)}

NumOfActOnObject(x) == Cardinality(ActivatedOnObject(x))

\* USE UPDATE ATTRIBUTES

\* (***************************************************************************

createUse(x) == [sid|->x[1].id, aid|->x[2].id, oid|->x[3].id, st|->"requested",

att|->1]

preUpdate(x) == [x EXCEPT !.st="activated"]

onUpdate(x) == [x EXCEPT !.st="activated"]
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denUpdate(x) == [x EXCEPT !.st="denied"]

termUpdate(x) == [x EXCEPT !.st="terminated"]

comUpdate(x) == [x EXCEPT !.st="completed"]

\* POLICY IMPLEMENTATION

\* (***************************************************************************

Init == U = {}

vars == <<U>>

Request == \E u \in (S \X A \X O):

/\ \forall x \in U : (x.sid#u[1].id \/ x.aid#u[2].id \/

x.oid#u[3].id)

/\ U' = U \cup {createUse(u)}

preEvaluate == \E u \in U: (

/\ u.st="requested"

/\ \/ ( /\ NumOfActOnObject(u) = 0

/\ U' = (U \ {u}) \cup {preUpdate(u)}

)

\/ ( /\ NumOfActOnObject(u) = 1

/\ LET act==CHOOSE x \in U: SameObjectAct(x,u)

IN

IF (Predicate(act,u))

THEN

U' = (U \ {u}) \cup {termUpdate(u)}
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ELSE

U' = (U \ {u,act}) \cup {preUpdate(u),termUpdate(act)}

)

)

Complete == \E u \in U: (

/\ u.st="activated"

/\ U' = (U \ {u}) \cup {comUpdate(u)} )

Next == Request \/ preEvaluate \/ Complete

Spec == Init /\ [][Next]_vars /\ WF_vars(Next)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

\* TYPECORRECTNESS

\* (***************************************************************************

USTATE == {"requested","activated","denied","terminated","completed"}

SubjectIDs == { s.id : s \in S }

ActionIDs == { a.id : a \in A }

ObjectIDs == { o.id : o \in O }

Entities == [ sid : SubjectIDs,

aid : ActionIDs,

oid : ObjectIDs,

st : USTATE,

att : {1} ]
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TypeCorrectness == U \subseteq Entities

\* HIGH LEVEL PROPERTIES

\* (***************************************************************************

u1 == createUse(<<s1, a1, o1>>)

u2 == createUse(<<s2, a1, o1>>)

NewInt2 == \forall u \in U : NumOfActOnObject(u)<=1

NewInt3 == (preUpdate(u1) \in U /\ u2 \in U /\

Predicate(u2,u1)) ~> ( (termUpdate(u1) \in U) /\ (preUpdate(u2) \in U))

\/ ( (comUpdate(u1) \in U) /\ (preUpdate(u2) \in U))

NewInt4 == (u1 \in U /\ <> (u2 \in U) ) => u1 \in U

=============================================================================

\* Modification History

\* Last modified 2014 by groban

\* Created 2014 by groban
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Publications

Referred papers in proceeding of international conferences

and workshops

1. A Use-based Approach for Enhancing UCON

(co-authors: Antonios Gouglidis, Ioannis Mavridis)

Security and Trust Management (STM) 2013.

Abstract: The security related characteristics of entities, the contextual information

that describes them and the previous or concurrent usages exercised in the system are

the criteria that the Usage CONtrol (UCON) family of models utilizes in the usage

decision process. In this paper, a detailed classication of the aforementioned criteria

along with a representative usage scenario for each category is presented, unveiling

a number of UCON’s limitations. In turn, a Use-based Usage CONtrol (UseCON)

model is proposed that provides, for the creation of a usage decision, enhanced han-

dling of information regarding context and previ- ous or current usages exercised in

the system. The enhanced capabilities of the proposed approach are demonstrated and
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discussed with the use of detailed application examples.

2. Challenging Issues of UCON in Modern Computing Environments

(co-authors: Ioannis Mavridis)

Proceedings of the fifth Balkan Conference in Informatics 2012.

Abstract: Usage CONtrol (UCON) is a next generation access control model en-

hanced with capabilities presented in trust and digital rights management. However,

modern computing environments are usually introducing complex usage scenarios.

Such a complexity results in involving a large number of entities and in utilizing

multi party contextual information during the decision making process of a particular

usage. Moreover, usage control is demanded to support novel access modes on single

or composite resources, while taking into account new socio-technical abstractions

and relations. In this paper, a number of challenging issues faced when UCON is

applied in modern computing environments are highlighted through the utilization of

representative usage scenarios. The results of this study are revealing various limita-

tions in contextual information handling, lack to support complicated usage modes of

subjects on objects, and weaknesses in utilizing information concerning previous or

current usages of system resources.

3. Towards Use-Based Usage Control

(co-authors: Ioannis Mavridis)

Proceedings of the 27th IFIP International Information Security and Privacy Confer-

ence (SEC 2012).

Abstract: In this paper, a new Use-based usage CONtrol (UseCON) approach that

supports recording of usages with the help of a new entity, named use, is presented.

Uses provide information for the latest state (requested, active, denied, completed
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or terminated) of every usage and facilitate the fine-grained definition and proper

association of attributes to various system entities. The proposed approach provides

enhanced contextual information modeling, support of complicated access modes and

an alternative approach in obligations modeling. Moreover, UseCON is characterized

by high expressiveness and ability to define policy rules in almost natural language.

4. Towards Differentiated Utilization of Attribute Mutability for Access Control in

Ubiquitous Computing

(co-authors: Ioannis Mavridis)

Proceeding of the 14th Panhellenic Conference on Informatics (PCI 2010).

Abstract: The operational characteristics of ubiquitous computing environments

(UbiCom) generate new access control requirements which existing classical access

control models fail to support efficiently. However, the Usage Control (UCON) fam-

ily of models introduces components and mechanisms that seem to be able to partially

match the specific requirements imposed by UbiCom environments. In this paper, an

evaluation of current access control models based on a brief study of UbiCom access

control requirements is presented. Then, a new access control approach that extends

UCON towards a differentiated utilization of attribute mutability for easiness of ad-

ministration, better performance and lower operational cost in UbiCom environments

is proposed.
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